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Abstract

Humankind produced 67.1 million metric tons of primary aluminium (Al) metal [1]

in 2021, nearly all via the Hall-Héroult electrolytic process in which electrical

current liberates molten Al from alumina dissolved in an electrolyte inside an

electrolysis cell [2]. That year, Al production required 843 TWh of electrical

energy [3], 3.4% of the world total [4]. About 50% of the electrical energy does

not produce any aluminium [5], and is instead lost in the from of heat in the

poor electrically conducting electrolyte where the alumina is dissolved. Thinning

the electrolyte layer could decrease loss [5] but has been limited by the Metal

Pad Instability (MPI) [6], which causes Al cells to slosh out of control if the

electrolyte is not sufficiently thick. The MPI is a magnetohydrodynamic process

that depends on a coupled resonance between hydrodynamic gravity wave modes,

driven by the cell’s electrolytic current, and appears as a circulating traveling

wave on the Al-electrolyte interface that grows exponentially [7].

Parametric instabilities can often be decoupled by introducing a new frequency

that frustrates the resonance, so we hypothesized that adding an oscillation to the

current would prevent the MPI. To start, I extend a mechanical analogue of the

MPI [8] to include an oscillating current component, and show that the extended

model is stabilized by the oscillating current. I also explore the stability of the

extended mechanical model at different oscillation amplitudes and frequencies.

Then, I show in high fidelity numerical simulations of a TRIMET 180 kA elec-

trolysis cell that adding an oscillating current component prevented the MPI, and
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allowed for stable operation at 11.6% lower electrolyte thickness than with steady

current only. I analyze the Al-electrolyte interface evolution, through the fast

Fourier transform and projecting the interface displacement onto the hydrody-

namic gravity wave modes, to show that the oscillating current excites standing

gravity wave modes that frustrate the MPI. Finally, I examine the impact of the

oscillation current amplitude and frequency on stability, and investigate the po-

tential effects exciting the standing waves might have on the Al cell’s current

efficiency. This novel method of stabilizing Al electrolysis cells could allow Al

production at lower cost, with less energy, and a smaller carbon footprint [9].
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aluminium Production

Aluminium (Al) is a very important industrial metal and the most widely used

non-ferrous metal in the world [18], (see Fig. 1.1). In 2021, humankind produced

67.1 million metric tons of primary aluminium [1], about 187 times the mass of

the Empire State building in New York City, and our demand for it has increased

steadily over the past decade as shown in Fig. 1.2. Luckily, Al is the most abun-

dant metal in the Earth’s crust [18] though not in its pure elemental state, but

as an oxide or silicate [2, 18]. The most important Al ore is bausxite [19], which

contains 40 − 60% alumina (Al2O3) by mass [2]. Early on, producing Al from

ore was very expensive, making Al more expensive than gold, until 1886 when

Charles Hall and Paul Héroult, simultaneously and independently, devised a pro-

cess to electrolytically produce Al: decomposing alumina, dissolved in a cryolite

(Na3AlF6) electrolyte, via an electric current to liberate molten Al [2, 18]. For

the Hall-Héroult process to be economically viable, high purity alumina must be

produced efficiently, and this is done by using the Bayer process to refine alumina

from bauxite [2, 18, 19] .

Nowadays, all large scale Al production is done through the Hall-Héroult pro-
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Figure 1.1: Metals produced/mined by humankind in 2021. Aluminium is the the most

produced non-ferrous metal at 68 million metric tonnes. Figure is from Visual Capitalist Refer-

ence [14]

cess in Al electrolysis cells [2]. A cell is made from a steel shell lined with re-

fractory material [20], and canonically consists of two broad (∼ 8 × 3.6 m, or

larger) and shallow fluid layers (∼ 5 − 20 cm): molten Al beneath a floating

layer of molten electrolyte, with both layers situated in between two carbon elec-

trodes [9, 20] (see Fig. 1.3). Electrolysis cells operate at high temperatures, be-

tween 935 − 960 ◦C [21, 22], to keep the fluid layers molten. Several prebaked

carbon anodes are dipped in the electrolyte, and raw alumina is fed to the elec-

trolyte through a point feeder, where it dissolves [2]. A large, steady current

(∼ 200 − 500 kA [23]) is driven downward from the carbon anodes through the

electrolyte to the cathode beneath the Al layer (Fig. 1.3), reducing the alumina

to Al and producing carbon dioxide (CO2), an important greenhouse gas, at the

anodes [9]. The overall chemical reaction can be written as [2]:

2 Al2O3 (dissolved) + 3 C (solid) → 4 Al (liquid) + 3 CO2 (gas) (1.1)

The decomposition voltage needed for the overall reaction, Eq. 1.1, is 1.2 V [2,
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Figure 1.2: Primary Aluminium metal production from 2011 to 2021. Data is from Interna-

tional Aluminium [1]

13], and the carbon anodes consumed by the reaction need to be replaced every

20 days [20]. An Al smelter usually contains hundreds of electrolysis cells, where

the cells are electrically connected in series, and positioned in long rows known

as potlines (see Fig. 1.4) [2]. An array of conductor busbars carries the current

between the cells and, due to the large currents, generates a strong magnetic field

∼ 0.01 T, about 200× Earth’s magnetic field [2, 20]. Since both the electrolyte

and Al layers are conducting and carrying current, electromagnetic forces are

generated moving the fluid layer and deforming the Al-electrolyte interface [20].

1.2 Energy Consumption of Al Production

Producing Aluminium through electrolysis cells is energy intensive, and Al smelters

are usually located next to large power plants. In fact, producing all the Al in
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a cross-section of an Aluminium electrolysis cell. These electrolysis

cells rely on the Hall-Héroult process to produce aluminium metal. Reprinted by permission

from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, SN Applied Sciences,

“A review of primary aluminium tapping models”, Kitungwa Kabezya et al (2019) [15]
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Figure 1.4: Picture of a potline of Al electrolysis cells. Reprinted by permission from Wolters

Kluwer Health, Inc: from Halvor Kvande and Per Drabløs, “The Aluminum Smelting Process

and Innovative Alternative Technologies”, Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine

(2014) [16]
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2021 required 843 TWh of electrical energy [3], about 3.4% of the total global

electrical energy consumption that year [4] and a fifth of the U.S. [24]. To shed

more light on the high energy consumption, it is helpful to look at the energy

required to produce one kg of Al, commonly known as the cell’s specific energy

consumption (SEC) [13]:

SEC =
298× Vcell

CE
(1.2)

where SEC is in (kWh/kg), Vcell is the Al cell’s total voltage in V and CE is

the cell’s current efficiency as a percentage. Briefly, CE is the ratio of actual Al

production rate to the theoretical Al production rate [2, 7] and in most modern

cells is above 90% [2, 25]. On the other hand, a typical cell voltage Vcell is well

above the decomposition voltage of 1.2 V and is between 4 and 5 V [2], commonly

4.1− 4.2 V [13]. Vcell can be broadly decomposed as [2, 26]:

Vcell = Vdecomposition + Vanode + Vcathode + Velectrolyte + Vexternal + ηover (1.3)

where Vanode is the voltage drop in the anode including the drop due to the gas

bubbles, Vcathode is the voltage drop in the cathode, Vexternal is the voltage drop

in the electrical busbar connections outside each cell, Velectrolyte is the voltage

drop due to the electrical resistance of the electrolyte, and ηover is the additional

voltage required by the kinetics at the electrodes and a results from concentration

gradients and surface reactions at the electrodes [2, 26]. For example, the voltage

constituents in Eq. 1.3 for an Al cell presented in [13] are given in Table 1.1. From

this example, it becomes clear that poor electrical resistance of the electrolyte is

the main source of energy loss, as it contributes about 48% of this cell’s voltage,

and consequently SEC, yet this energy produces no Al and is wasted in the form

of heat in the electrolyte. For most cells, this Ohmic heat loss is at about 50%,

and is proportional to the electrical resistance (Re) of the electrolyte, which is

given by:

Re =
he

σeA
(1.4)
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where he is the electrolyte height, σe is the electrolyte’s electrical conductivity, and

A is the cross-sectional area. σe is a material property dictated by the electrolyte’s

chemistry and is constant, and A is dictated by the electrolysis cell design and

is fixed. Thus, the only way to reduce the electrical resistance of the electrolyte

would be to reduce the electrolyte height, which is quantified by the anode-cathode

distance (ACD) in industry; the average electrolyte depth from the surface of the

anode [27]. Decreasing (or squeezing) the ACD would improve the cell’s energy

efficiency, and seems quite easy to do at first glance, however when the ACD is

decreased below a certain critical threshold, the cell becomes unstable [6, 8, 28–32].

In a process known as the metal pad instability (MPI) [33], electromagnetic forces

amplify small perturbations on the Al-electrolyte interface, causing a circulating

traveling wave that can grow exponentially until the cell sloshes out of control or

the Al shorts to the anode [9].

Understanding the cell behaviour and the reasons behind the instability are of

great importance. Since the cell operates at a high temperature [22] and the elec-

trolyte is highly corrosive [2], conducting experiments is hard, and coupled math-

ematical models and numerical simulations are needed [20]. A complete model

would account for the many physical phenomena present, coupling chemical, ther-

mal, and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects [20]. Yet, when the instability is

present, industrial observations showed that low frequency oscillations, with pe-

riods ranging from a few seconds to a minute, are present in the cell voltage and

correspond to waves observed on the Al-electrolyte interface [20, 28, 34]. On such

short periods, the chemical reactions of electrolysis, temperature changes, and

thermal convection are not fast enough to affect the behaviour of the cell [20].

Thus, modelling the magnetohydrodynamics of the Al electrolysis cell is key for

understanding this instability.
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Vdecomposition Vanode Vcathode Vexternal Velectrolyte ηover

1.2 0.494 0.3 0.16 1.64 0.579

Table 1.1: Voltage sources in (V) for an Al electrolysis cell that operates at 93% CE and has

4.373 V cell voltage. Data is from Reference [13]. The specific energy consumption of this cell

is 14 kWh/(kg Al).

1.3 Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics in Al

Electrolysis Cells

1.3.1 Equations of Electrodynamics

Let beE,B,J denote the electric field, magnetic field, and the current density, re-

spectively. Then, Maxwell’s equations of electrodynamics [35] for both conducting

fluid layers, the molten electrolyte and molten Al, are:

∇ ·E =
ρe
ϵ0

(1.5)

∇×B = µ
(
J +

ϵ0∂E

∂t

)
(1.6)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(1.7)

∇ ·B = 0 (1.8)

where µ is the magnetic permeability, ϵ0 is the electric permittivity of free space,

and ρe is the charge density. The material properties are assumed to be constant

in space and time here for each fluid layer. Eq. 1.5 is Gauss’ law, Eq. 1.6 is

Amperé’s law, Eq. 1.7 is Faraday’s law of induction, and Eq. 1.8 reflects that the

B is solenoidal (no magnetic monopoles). The equations of electrodynamics are

supplemented with the electromagnetic force equation

f = q (E + u×B) (1.9)
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where f is the force per unit charge and u is the velocity field. Eq. 1.9 tells us

that a charge experiences a force from the presence of the total electric field E,

which includes both the electrostatic field and the electric field induced by a time-

varying magnetic field (Eq. 1.7), and a force from the charge’s movement within

the magnetic field B [35]. To find the bulk force acting the conducting fluid, we

can sum Eq. 1.9 over a unit volume of the conducting fluid to find:

F = ρeE + J ×B (1.10)

where F is the force per unit volume. In addition to Eqs. 1.5-1.8, one more

consituitive relation is needed for J which is Ohm’s law [36], J = σE, reflecting

that the current density is proportional to the force experienced by the free charges

in a stationary conductor [35]. Since the fluid layers are moving, we must consider

E in a frame of reference moving with the conducting fluid. Thus,

J = σ(E + u×B). (1.11)

Common Simplifications in MHD

Taking the divergence, (∇·), of Eq. 1.6 and substituting Eq. 1.5 we get:

∇ · J = −∂ρe
∂t

(1.12)

which describes the charge conservation in the conducting fluid. Taking the diver-

gence of Ohm’s law Eq. 1.11 and substituting Eq. 1.12 and Eq. 1.5 we find [35]:

∂ρe
∂t

+
ρe
τe

+ σ∇ · (u×B) = 0 (1.13)

where τe = ϵ0/σ is the charge relaxation time. For σal = 325 × 104 S/m in the

Al [37], σe = 250 S/m in the electrolyte [20], and ϵ0 = 8.85 × 10−12 F/m, τe is

∼ 10−18 s in the Al layer, and ∼ 10−14 s is the electrolyte. Since we are interested

in phenomena on a time scale between a few seconds to a minute, much longer
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than τe in either fluid layer, then ∂ρe
∂t

can be neglected when compared to ρe
τe

[35].

Thus, Eq. 1.13 and Eq. 1.12 reduce to:

ρe = −ϵ0∇ · (u×B) (1.14)

∇ · J = 0 (1.15)

Eq. 1.14 indicates that a finite charge density is sustained inside the the fluid

layers, but it is very small. Consequently, we can neglect the electric force ρeE

compared to the magnetic force J ×B simplifying Eq. 1.10 to:

F = J ×B (1.16)

Also, comparing the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 1.6 and using Eq. 1.11 [35]:

ϵ0
∂E

∂t
≈ τe

∂J

∂t
≪ J (1.17)

Thus, Eq. 1.6 reduces to:

∇×B = µJ (1.18)

In summary, the electrodynamics equations in MHD reduce to:

∇×B = µJ (1.19)

∇ · J = 0 (1.20)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(1.21)

∇ ·B = 0 (1.22)

J = σ(E + u×B) (1.23)

F = J ×B (1.24)

1.3.2 Magnetic Induction Equation

Isolating E in Eq. 1.23, and substituting Eq. 1.19 for J , we find that E can be

written as [36]

E = η∇×B − u×B (1.25)
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where η = 1/µσ is the magnetic diffusivity. Substituting Eq. 1.25 for E in Eq. 1.21

we get:

∇× (η∇×B − u×B) = −∂B

∂t
(1.26)

but,

∇×∇×B = ∇(∇ ·B)−∇2B (1.27)

Substituting Eq. 1.27 to Eq. 1.26 and applying Eq. 1.22 yields:

∂B

∂t
= η∇2B +∇× (u×B) (1.28)

Eq. 1.28 is known as the magnetic induction equation and shows that the evolution

of the magnetic field is a result of both the diffusion η∇2B and the advection

∇ × (u×B) of the magnetic field. The normal and tangential components of

the magnetic field should be continuous across the Al-electrolyte interface for a

non-zero η (i.e. finite electrical conductivity) [36].

1.3.3 Fluid Equations

The Al and electrolyte layers are treated as incompressible, immiscible fluids.

Thus, the conservation of mass [38]

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1.29)

reduces to the continuity equation:

∇ · u = 0 (1.30)

and conservation of momentum gives the Navier-Stokes equation with the Lorentz

Force Eq. 1.24 added [38]

ρ
[ ∂
∂t

u+ (u ·∇)u
]
= −∇(P ) + ρν∇2u+ ρg + (J ×B) (1.31)
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where ν is the kinematic viscousity. Substituting Eq. 1.19 into Eq. 1.31 for J ,

and using the identity ∇×B ×B = (B ·∇)B −∇
(

B2

2

)
, we get:

ρ
[ ∂
∂t

u+ (u ·∇)u
]
= −∇(P ) + ρν∇2u+ ρg +

1

µ
(B ·∇)B −∇

(
B2

2µ

)
(1.32)

where B2 = B ·B, 1
µ
(B ·∇)B is known as the magnetic tension, and ∇

(
B2

2µ

)
is

the magnetic pressure. It is often convenient to define the total pressure

Pt = P +
B2

2µ
, (1.33)

and write Eq. 1.32 as:

ρ
[ ∂
∂t

u+ (u ·∇)u
]
= −∇(Pt) + ρν∇2u+ ρg +

1

µ
(B ·∇)B (1.34)

Notice that Eq. 1.28 and Eq. 1.34 describe the evolution in time and space of the

magnetic field B and the fluid velocity field u and their interaction.

1.3.4 Low Magnetic-Reynolds Number Approximation

An important non-dimensional number in MHD is the magnetic Reynolds number

Rm defined as

Rm =
UL

η
(1.35)

where U is a characteristic velocity scale and L is a characteristic length scale.

Rm represents an estimate of the relative importance between the advection of the

magnetic field by the velocity to the diffusion of the magnetic field [35, 36]. In the

context of induction equation, Eq. 1.28, Rm estimates the ratio of the terms [36]

Rm ≈ |∇× (u×B)|
|η∇2B|

(1.36)

For Al electrolysis cells, a typical flow velocity is about 0.2 m/s [20] and a length

scale for the wave motion on the Al-electrolyte interface is the ACD (∼ 5 cm).

Also, the magnetic permeability of the molten Al and molten electrolyte can be
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taken to be ≈ µ0 = 1.26× 10−6 H/m, and for σal = 325× 104 S/m in the Al [37],

σe = 250 S/m in the electrolyte [20], The magnetic diffusivity η is ∼ 0.25 m2/s

and ∼ 3200 m2/s in the Al and electrolyte respectively. Thus, the Rm ∼ 0.04 in

the Al and Rm ∼ 3 × 10−7 in the electrolyte and in both fluid layers Rm ≪ 1.

As such, it is common to assume that the magnetic field is purely diffusive when

studying the MHD stability of electrolysis cells

∂B

∂t
= η∇2B (1.37)

Effectively, this reduces the coupling between u and B, where B is still affecting

the fluid velocity field through the Lorentz force, but u is not affecting the mag-

netic field. Furthermore, experimental observations indicate that the period of

the wave motion on the Al-electrolyte interface is much greater than the diffusion

time of the magnetic field [8, 30], and thus the magnetic field is assumed to be

static ∂B
∂t

= 0. This, too, is a very popular simplification in the literature and used

in many studies of the MHD stability of the Al electrolysis cells [8, 29, 32, 39, 40].

1.4 Metal Pad Instability

As motivated by §1.2, being able to reduce the ACD while maintaining the Al

electrolysis cell’s stability would pave the way towards a more energy efficient

production and more profits for Al smelters. Thus, understanding the MHD

stability of electrolysis cells through numerical modelling has been an active area

of research since 1967 [20, 41] where the governing equations similar to the ones

presented in §1.3 are solved analytically or numerically. Some studies established

simple qualitative models of the instability mechanism such as the one in [8, 42].

Other studies performed linear stability analysis of a simplified system analytically

and then quantified the stability either analytically [39, 43] or numerically [8,

29]. The simplifications used in such studies are sometimes geometrical in nature
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such as considering infinitely long and wide cells [44–47], infinitely long or wide

cells [48, 49], circular cells [8, 43], rectangular cells [8, 29, 39, 40], or using the

shallow water approximation [8, 20, 29, 40, 50]. Other simplifications used pertain

to the electromagnetic aspect of the cells such as neglecting induced currents [8,

29], making assumptions about the electrical conductivity ratios [32, 47, 50], and

imposed magnetic field [29, 30, 47], or pertain to the fluid dynamic aspect: such as

neglecting viscosity and surface tension [8] or replacing their dissipative effect with

a damping term [47, 51], or pertain to the equilibrium state the perturbation is

done at [8, 29, 39]. Other studies move way from linear stability, and use nonlinear

models and numerical simulations to study the stability of the Al electrolysis

cell [20, 31, 50, 52].

1.4.1 Sele Mechanism

In almost all studies, understanding the mechanism behind the instability and

predicting its threshold was the goal. Any proposed theory needed to agree with

industrial observations that reducing the ACD, strong vertical magnetic fields, and

strong horizontal currents in the Al favor instability [20]. The first widely accepted

explanation was developed by Sele in 1977 [28], where the presence of a wave on

the Al-electrolyte interface creates a perturbation current that it purely vertical

at the wave crests (due to the low electrical conductivity of the electrolyte), and

purely horizontal in the Al (due to the high electrical conductivity of the Al).

This horizontal perturbation current in the Al interacts with the constant vertical

magnetic field to produce a horizontal electromagnetic force in the Al that pushes

the wave around [20, 28]. To quantify the stability threshold, one can consider a

tilting of the interface as shown in Fig. 1.5. Let η̃ be the interface deformation,

he be the ACD, and hal be the Al layer height. Then, if I is the current in the
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Figure 1.5: A representation of the Sele mechanism. The Al-electrolyte interface is plotted

when the interface is tilted, red means above flat surface and blue means below. Due to the low

conductivity of the electrolyte, a vertical perturbation current (yellow) is created near the wave

crest. Due to the high conductivity of the Aluminium, the perturbation current is horizontal

there and interacts with the vertical magnetic field to produce a horizontal Lorentz force (green).

The Lorentz force pushes the Al moving the wave crest along the side walls of the cell counter

clockwise.
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cell, the perturbation current in the electrolyte is approximately

Iη̃

he

(1.38)

this perturbed current then runs horizontally throughout the depth of the Al layer,

then, the perturbed current in the Al is approximately [20]

Iη̃

hehal

(1.39)

Thus, the horizontal electromagnetic force (per unit area) is [20]

IBη̃

hehal

(1.40)

where B is the magnitude of the uniform magnetic field. On the other hand, the

interface deformation is subjected to a force (per unit area) due to gravity that is

approximately [20]

(ρal − ρe)gη̃ (1.41)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, ρal and ρe are the densities of the Al and

electrolyte, respectively. Taking the ratio between these two forces, Eqs.1.40,1.41

results in the Sele criterion [20, 28]

βSele =
IB

hehal(ρal − ρe)g
(1.42)

The cell is predicted to be stable when βSele is less than some empirical threshold.

The Sele criterion Eq. 1.42 captures many practical observations: decreasing ACD,

larger currents, and stronger vertical magnetic fields would increase βSele and

consequently favor instability [20].

1.4.2 A Coupling of Interface Wave Modes

Subsequent work [6, 8, 29, 39] generalized Sele’s stability criterion, where it was

shown that the MPI is caused by a coupled resonance between interface wave
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modes on the Al-electrolyte interface. The height of the Al-electrolyte interface

varies spatially and can be written in terms of the wave modes as∑
m,n

αm,nGm,n =
∑
m,n

αm,n cos

(
mπ

Lx

(x+
Lx

2
)

)
cos

(
nπ

Ly

(y +
Ly

2
)

)
(1.43)

where Gm,n is an interface mode, αm,n is its amplitude, m,n are non-negative

integers, x increases along the long axis of the rectangular cell, y increases along

its short axis, and (x, y) = (0, 0) at the center of the cell. Each Gm,n has the form

of a standing wave whose temporal frequency nearly matches the corresponding

hydrodynamic gravity wave mode, whose frequency fm,n [20] is independent of

current and (in the limit of shallow cells) is given by

f 2
m,n =

(ρAl − ρc)g

(2π)2( ρAl

hAl
+ ρe

he
)

[(
mπ

Lx

)2

+

(
nπ

Ly

)2
]

(1.44)

Any perturbation on the Al-electrolyte interface can be written in terms of wave

modes Gm,n, and when the Lorentz forces are absent, these modes are decoupled

and the perturbations to die out [8]. But when the Al cell is operating with a

current and magnetic field present, the perturbed current density created by one

mode gives rise to a Lorentz Force that can excite many other modes [8]. When two

modes have nearly identical frequencies and cause surface motion at right angles

(e.g., one with m = 0, another with n = 0), their resonant coupling can give rise

to the MPI [6, 33]. As Eq. 1.44 shows, if Lx/Ly = 1, frequencies of m = 0 and

n = 0 modes match exactly; accordingly, the MPI is predicted to occur even with

arbitrarily thick electrolyte layers in square or circular cells [9]. Many methods

for MPI suppression have been attempted in the past, including inserting baffles

in the Al layer [5, 53] or tilting the anode in synchrony with interface motion [5],

with limited success. In practice, the MPI is mitigated by keeping the ACD thick

and building cells with greater length Lx than width Ly. Certain aspect ratios

Lx/Ly, especially those near 2.1, hinder the MPI [40] because it is parametric in

nature [9].
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1.5 Hypothesis and Thesis Overview

Parametric instabilities can often be decoupled by introducing a new frequency

that frustrates the resonance, so we hypothesized that adding an oscillation to the

current would prevent the MPI [9]. The goal of this thesis is to show that this is

true. I start by first testing the hypothesis on a simple mechanical model of the

MPI in chapter 2. I extended the simple model of the MPI presented in [8] to

include an oscillating current component, and show that this extended model can

be stabilized by the added oscillating current. Then, in chapter 3, I show that

adding an oscillating current component, with a specific amplitude and frequency,

can suppress the MPI in high fidelity numerical simulation of a TRIMET smelter

of 180 kA electrolysis cells [54], done on MHD-Valdis software [55], and show that

using this technique we were able to reduce the ACD by ∼ 11% and increase the

cell’s energy efficiency by 4 % while maintaining stable operation in simulation.

Also, I discuss the stabilizing mechanism of the oscillating current which relates

to exciting standing waves on the Al-electrolyte interface that oppose the MPI.

Finally, in chapter 4, I present an initial assessment of the impact of using the

oscillating current on the electrolysis cell’s current efficiency. Further, I discuss

the impact the choice of the amplitude and the frequency of the oscillating current

has on the electrolysis cell stability.
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2 Stabilizing a Low-Dimensional

Model of

Magnetohydrodynamic

Instabilities in Aluminium

Electrolysis Cells

This chapter is based on Reference [10] and the author’s qualifying exam sub-

mission. It has been reformatted and edited to fit within the thesis. The thesis

author was the primary author on this work.

2.1 Introduction

Davidson and Lindsay [8] proposed a mechanical analogue of the metal pad insta-

bility (MPI) in the form of a compound pendulum (see Figure 2.1) that consists

of a flat and thin rectangular Al plate (representing the Al layer) that is attached

by a rigid strut to a flat surface (representing the anode) with a poor-electrically

conducting electrolyte between them. A steady uniform current density (repre-

senting the reduction current) flows vertically downwards through the electrolyte
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to the Al plate where it is withdrawn from the plate’s bottom. The Al plate can

swing about both horizontal axes, x and y, and an ambient vertical magnetic field

Bz is imposed. When the electromagnetic forces are absent, the Al plate would

oscillate at its natural angular gravitational frequency in each direction, ωx in x

and ωy in y, and the plate’s motion is decoupled [8]. However, due to the poor

electrical conductivity of the electrolyte, a slight tilting of the Al plate about one

axis, say the x axis, creates a perturbed current density that is purely vertical

in the electrolyte; entering the electrolyte where it is thinnest and leaving where

it is thickest. Since the Al plate is a good electrical conductor, the perturbed

current density shorts through the plate and is horizontal there. This horizontal

perturbed current density interacts with Bz to create a horizontal electromagnetic

force that pushes the Al plate in the y direction. This, in turn, is a situation where

another horizontal electromagnetic force is created that pushes the Al plate back

in the x direction. Thus, the electromagnetic forces couple the Al plate’s motion

in the x and y directions and, if strong enough, can make the Al plate oscillations

grow in time [8].

This is quite similar to the MPI in Al electrolysis cells where the electro-

magnetic forces couple two or more interfacial gravity wave modes of similar fre-

quencies [6, 8, 28–30, 33, 39] as explained in §1. Indeed, the stability of the

Al plate’s motion as different parameters are varied offers an accurate qualita-

tive understanding of what would happen in an Al electrolysis cell if the same

parameters were varied: larger currents, stronger vertical magnetic fields, smaller

ACD, and electrolysis cells with horizontal aspect ratio closer to 1 are more unsta-

ble [8, 29, 39]. Since the pendulum model captures much of the essential physics of

the MPI in Al electrolysis cells, it was a great starting point to test our hypothesis

of whether an oscillating current can stop the MPI. Specifically, I wanted to study

whether a slightly different model, one with an added oscillating current density

with a specific frequency an amplitude, can stabilize an unstable Al plate motion.
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This chapter proceeds as follows: In §2.2 I present a slightly extended me-

chanical model, one with an oscillating current density component, with a specific

normalized amplitude and angular frequency, added to the steady current density.

I also present the simplifying assumptions used with justification based on real Al

electrolysis cell conditions. In §2.3, I derive the Al plate equations of motion in

detail outlining where the simplifying assumptions are used and all approxima-

tions utilized. In §2.4, I present numerical solutions for the Al plate’s motion for

different cases. First, I consider the case of no electromagnetic coupling where the

motion is in x and y directions is decoupled and well known, serving as a good

sanity check. Next, I consider the case of only steady current which was originally

studied in [8] and the stability criterion identified. I show that the numerical

solution accurately depicts the results of [8], and derive the stability criterion an-

alytically. Finally, I solve for the Al plate’s motion when the oscillating current

density component is present and show that a previously unstable Al plate motion

can be stabilized via the oscillating component. Further, I present the stability

of the Al plate at different oscillating current density normalized amplitude and

angular frequency combinations, and examine how the stability of those pairs

changes when the model is driven further into the unstable regime. In §2.5, I

summarize the results and discuss some limitations of the model, implications of

the results, and potential future directions.

2.2 Mechanical Model

Consider the compound pendulum placed in a Cartesian coordinate system as

shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of a solid Al plate of density ρal and dimensions Lx,

Ly, and H in the x, y and z directions respectively, attached to a fixed electrode

surface by a strut of height h0 and negligible mass. The strut pivots, allowing

the Al plate to swing about both the x and y axes. The gap, h(x, y), between
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the Al plate and the electrode surface is filled with a poor-electrically conducting

electrolyte, and a vertical magnetic fieldBz is imposed as shown. To this point the

model is exactly the same as the one described in [8]. A current density, J0, passes

vertically downwards through the electrolyte to the Al plate where it is collected,

and consists of a steady component and a sinusoidal oscillating component:

J0 = J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(−êz) (2.1)

where J0 is the steady current density amplitude, β is the ratio of the oscillating

current amplitude to that of the steady current, and ωb is the angular frequency

of the oscillating current. σal, σe are the electrical conductivities of the Al plate

and electrolyte, respectively.

2.2.1 Simplifying Assumptions

Following the same consideration as in [8] and in accordance to real Al electrolysis

cell conditions, I use the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The Al plate and electrolyte are broad and shallow such that (H, h0) ≪

(Lx, Ly). This accurately depicts the geometry of an Al electrolysis cell

where the shallow water approximation [56] is often used to simplify the

hydrodynamic problem [29–31, 40, 57].

2. The perturbation in the electrolyte thickness, ∆h, is very small such that

∆h ≪ h0. Solving for the plate’s motion in time under this a perturbation

would show whether the plate’s motion is stable or not. As for Al electrol-

ysis cells, this translates to studying the stability of small amplitude wave

perturbations which are readily present due to gravity disturbances on the

Al-electrolyte interface [8, 29, 39]

3. The Al plate’s periods of oscillations are much greater than the magnetic

field diffusion time. This assumption agrees with experimental observations
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from Al electrolysis cells where the characteristic time for the wave motion on

the Al-electrolyte interface is much greater than the magnetic field diffusion

time in electrolysis cells [30]. This implies that the current relaxes to a new

equilibrium as the Al-electrolyte interface moves [8].

4. The fixed wall has a fixed potential Φ0 i.e. it is an equipotential surface. This

is similar to what is commonly assumed about the carbon anodes in an Al

electrolysis cell since the anodes have a much higher electrical conductivity,

about 100 times [6] more, than that of the electrolyte. A detailed formal

derivation of this approximation can be found in [47].

5. The perturbed current density, j, is purely vertical in the electrolyte. This

can be justified by the electrolyte having a much lower electrical conductivity

than Al plate, about 10000 times [6], and and the shallow nature of the

electrolyte. This also is commonly assumed for Al electrolysis cell and a

formal derivation can be found in [20, 39].

6. The Al plate is treated as an equipotential surface with potential Φ = 0

and the perturbed current j is purely horizontal in it. This is due to the Al

layer having a much higher electrical conductivity than the electrolyte and

cathode in an Al cell and the shallow nature of the layers which make the

perturbed current “short” through the Al layer.

7. The perturbed current in the Al plate is much higher than the perturbed

current in the electrolyte. Thus, we neglect the perturbed electromagnetic

forces in the electrolyte. This is the case in Al electrolysis cell due to the

shallow water approximation of Assumption 1 [8].

8. The damping effects such as viscosity are ignored. Damping effects have a

stabilizing effect and ignoring them would be a worst case scenario when

studying the instability.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the compound pendulum model. The pendulum can swing

about both the x and y axes, with the x-axis as shown and the y-axis pointing into the page.

9. The magnetic field induced by j is very small compared to the imposed

magnetic field Bz and is neglected [8, 29].

10. We assume that the imposed magnetic field is vertical and constant: Bz =

B0êz. This is a simplification and in actual Al cells the magnetic field is

more complex [6].

11. The inertia of the electrolyte is ignored [8].

2.3 Deriving Equations of Motion

In what follows, I use superscript “e” for quantities related to the electrolyte and

“al” for quantities related to the Al plate, and subscripts to indicate the direction.

For example, jez refers to the perturbed current density in the electrolyte along the

z-direction. Also, êx, êy, êz are unit vectors along the x, y and z directions, respec-

tively. At equilibrium, the Al plate is stationary, the thickness of the electrolyte

h(x, y) = h0 is constant, and the current density J0 = J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(−êz).

Small rotational perturbations of θx and θy are then applied to the plate about

the x and y axes respectively. Let ∆hx be the perpendicular distance from the
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Figure 2.2: Pendulum model at initial unperturbed state, and under small rotation about

x-axis

top of the plate to the y-axis (see Figure 2.2). Then, the angle between the Al

plate and the y-axis is θx and thus

tan θx =
∆hx

y
, (2.2)

but, for small θx, tan θx ≈ θx so ∆hx ≈ yθx. Similarly, if ∆hy is the perpendicular

distance from the top of the plate to the x-axis, then ∆hy ≈ xθy. Notice that

a rotation of θx decreases the electrolyte thickness by ∆hx while a rotation of

θy increases the electrolyte thickness by ∆hy. Hence, the perturbed electrolyte

thickness is given by

h(x, y) = h0 +∆hy −∆hx ≈ h0 + xθy − yθx. (2.3)

2.3.1 Perturbed current density in the electrolyte

Assumption 3 and Faraday’s law of induction [20, 35] imply that the electric field

is irrotational and thus can be represented as the gradient of a scalar potential

Φ. Using assumptions 2, 4, and 6, the potential in the electrolyte varies linearly

across its depth from Φ0 at the top wall, to 0 at the Al plate. Thus, using Eq. 2.3,

the potential in the electrolyte is
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Φ(x, y, z) =
Φ0z

h(x, y)
=

Φ0z

h0 + xθy − yθx
. (2.4)

Let J e = J0 + je denote the total current density in the electrolyte, where je is

the perturbed current density in the electrolyte. Since J0 is purely vertical and so

is je by assumption 5, then J e must be purely vertical. Therefore, using Ohm’s

law [20, 35] and Eq. 2.4 I find the the total current density in the electrolyte to

be:

J e = −σ
∂Φ

∂z
(−êz) = −σ

Φ0

h0 + xθy − yθx
(−êz). (2.5)

When θx = 0 = θy, the Al plate is at equilibrium by definition and J e = J0 =

−σΦ0

h0
(−êz) from Eq. 2.5. Thus, Eq. 2.5 can be written as:

J e =
J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))h0

h0 + xθy − yθx
(−êz). (2.6)

Now I can find the perturbed current density in the electrolyte:

je = J e − J0

=
(−J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))h0

h0 + xθy − yθx
+ J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))

)
(êz)

= J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))
( xθy − yθx
h0 + xθy − yθx

)
(êz).

(2.7)

Let ϵ = xθy − yθx. Then, the Taylor expansion of ϵ
h0+ϵ

around ϵ = 0 gives

ϵ

h0 + ϵ
≈ 0 +

h0 + ϵ− ϵ

(h0 + ϵ)2

∣∣∣
ϵ=0

(ϵ− 0) +O(ϵ2) ≈ ϵ

h0

. (2.8)

Using Eq. 2.8 the perturbed current density in the electrolyte can be approximated

as

je ≈ J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(xθy − yθx)

h0

(êz) = je(êz). (2.9)

2.3.2 Net flow of perturbed current in the Al plate

I want to calculate the net flow of perturbed current within the Al plate, and start

by stating the boundary conditions for jal, the perturbed current density in the

Al plate:
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1. jalz

∣∣∣
z=0

= jez ,

2. jalx · n̂
∣∣∣
side boundary

= 0 = jaly · n̂
∣∣∣
side boundary

3. jalz

∣∣∣
z=−H

= 0.

where n̂ is an outwards unit normal vector to the Al plate’s sides. Boundary

condition 1 asserts that the perturbed current density is continuous across the

electrolyte-Al plate interface. Boundary condition 2 implies that the side of the

Al plate act as electrical insulators. This mimics the situation in an Al electrolysis

cell, where the cell sides are made from refractory material that has a much lower

electrical conductivity than the molten Al. A detailed derivation of this boundary

condition can be found in [47]. Boundary condition 3 implies that the perturbed

current density does not penetrate the Al plate and a consequence of assumption

6.

There are no free charges in the Al plate, so

∇ · jal = ∂jalx
∂x

+
∂jaly
∂y

+
∂jalz
∂z

= 0. (2.10)

I integrate both sides in z and apply boundary conditions 1 and 3 to find∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz +

∫ 0

−H

∂jaly
∂y

dz +

∫ 0

−H

∂jalz
∂z

dz = 0

=⇒
∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz +

∫ 0

−H

∂jaly
∂y

dz + jalz

∣∣∣0
H
= 0

=⇒
∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz +

∫ 0

−H

∂jaly
∂y

dz = −je. (2.11)

Then, integrating Eq. 2.11 in y, and applying boundary condition 2 yields∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz dy +

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

∂jaly
∂y

dz dy =

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

−je dy

=⇒
∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz dy +
���������:0∫ 0

−H

jaly

∣∣∣Ly/2

−Ly/2
dz =

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

−je dy

=⇒
∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz dy = −
∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

je dy. (2.12)
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Integrate Eq. 2.12 in x from some x′ to Lx

2
and applying 2 gives

−
∫ Lx/2

x

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

je dy dx =

∫ Lx/2

x′

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

∂jalx
∂x

dz dy dx′

=

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

∫ Lx/2

x′

∂jalx
∂x

dx′ dz dy

=

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

−jalx (x
′) dz dy

= −Ialx (x′), (2.13)

where Ialx represents the net flow of perturbed current in the x direction within

the Al plate. Therefore, using Eq. 2.13 and substituting Eq. 2.9

Ialx (x) =

∫ Lx/2

x

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

je dy dx =
J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(θyLy)

2h0

[(Lx

2

)2
− x2

]
. (2.14)

Using the same procedure, the net flow of perturbed current along y inside of

the Al plate can be found as:

Ialy (y) =

∫ Ly/2

y

∫ Lx/2

− Lx/2

je dx dy = −J0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(θxLx)

2h0

[(Ly

2

)2
−y2

]
. (2.15)

2.3.3 Applying Newton’s second law of rotation

Having found the net perturbed current in the Al plate, I can now find the torques

due to the perturbed electromagnetic force. The horizontal perturbed currents

within the aluminium plate interact with the imposed vertical magnetic field,

Bz = B0(êz), giving rise to a horizontal perturbed electromagnetic force per unit

volume:

f = jal ×Bz. (2.16)

Writing Eq. 2.16 component wise:

fx = jaly B0 (êx), (2.17)

fy = −jalx B0 (êy). (2.18)

fz = 0 (2.19)
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Figure 2.3: Only the electromagnetic and gravitational forces have a net non-zero torque with

respect to the pivot.

Integrating Eq. 2.17 in x and z, I find the distribution of the electromagnetic force

in the x direction, Fx(y), in N/m:∫ Lx/2

− Lx/2

∫ 0

−H

fx dz dx =

∫ Lx/2

− Lx/2

∫ 0

−H

jaly B0 (êx) dz dx

=⇒ Fx(y) = Ialy (y)B0(êx) (2.20)

Similarly, integrating Eq. 2.18 in y and z, I find the distribution of the electro-

magnetic force in the y direction Fy(x):∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

fy dz dy =

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

∫ 0

−H

−jalx B0 (êy) dz dy

=⇒ Fy(x) = −Ialx (x)B0(êy) (2.21)

Substituting Eq. 2.14 into Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.15 into Eq. 2.21, I get:

Fx(y) = Ialy (y)B0(êx) = −J0B0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(θxLx)

2h0

[(Ly

2

)2
− y2

]
(êx), (2.22)

Fy(x) = −Ialx (x)B0(êy) = −J0B0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(θyLy)

2h0

[(Lx

2

)2
− x2

]
(êy).

(2.23)

Referring to Figure 2.3, the distributions of the torques arising from the electro-
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magnetic forces about the pivot, along the x and y directions respectively, are

τx(x) = rx⊥Fy(x)(−êz × êy) = (h0 +
H

2
)Fy(x) (êx), (2.24)

τy(y) = ry⊥Fx(y)(−êz × êx) = −(h0 +
H

2
)Fx(y) (êy). (2.25)

The net torques are obtained by integrating Eq. 2.24 along the x direction and

Eq. 2.25 along the y direction:

τ net
x =

∫ Lx/2

− Lx/2

τx(x) dx = −(h0 +
H

2
)
J0B0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(θyLy)

h0

(Lx)
3

12
(êx),

(2.26)

τ net
y =

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

τy(y) dy = (h0 +
H

2
)
J0B0(1 + β sin(ωbt))(θxLx)

h0

(Ly)
3

12
(êy). (2.27)

With the net torques due to the perturbed electromagnetic force found, I can de-

rive the Al plate’s equations of motion by considering the conservation of angular

momentum about the horizontal axes parallel to x and y axes when the Al plate

is at θx = 0 = θy, and passing through the pivot. As shown in Figure 2.3, the only

torques acting on the plate are the ones due to the electromagnetic and gravity

forces, so using Newton’s second law for rotation in each direction is

Ixxαx =
∑

τ = τ net
x + τ gravity

x , (2.28)

Iyyαy =
∑

τ = τ net
y + τ gravity

y , (2.29)

Where αx = θ̈xêx and αy = θ̈yêy are the angular accelerations with (̈) indicat-

ing the second derivative in time, Ixx and Iyy are the moments of inertia of the

rectangular Al plate simplified via assumption 1:

Ixx = ρaLxLyH
[L2

y

12
+
�
�
��7
small

H2

12
+

��
����*small

(h0 +
H

2
)2
]
, (2.30)

Iyy = ρaLxLyH
[L2

x

12
+
�
�
��7
small

H2

12
+

�
���

��*small

(h0 +
H

2
)2
]
, (2.31)
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and τ gravity
x , τ gravity

y are the torques due to gravity

τ gravity
x = r⊥ ×mg = ρalLxLyHg(h0 +

H

2
)θx (−êx) (2.32)

τ gravity
y = r⊥ ×mg = ρalLxLyHg(h0 +

H

2
)θy (−êy) (2.33)

Substituting Eqs. 2.26, 2.27, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32, and 2.33 into 2.28 and 2.29 and

rearranging yields

γ̈x + ω2
xγx = −a(1 + β sin(ωbt))γy,

γ̈y + ω2
yγy = a(1 + β sin(ωbt))γx,

(2.34)

(2.35)

where γx = θx
L2
x
and γy =

θy
L2
y
are normalized angles, ω2

x =
g(h0+

H
2
)

L2
y/12

and ω2
y =

g(h0+
H
2
)

L2
x/12

are the natural angular frequencies of the pure gravitational oscillations squared,

in the x and y directions respectively, and a = (h0+H/2)J0B0

ρalHh0
. The paramter a is

what couples the motion in the x and y directions, as shown by the right hand

side of Eqs. 2.34,2.35, and is directly proportional to the electromagnetic force

J0B0.

2.4 Numerical Solution

Before solving the equations of motion Eqs. 2.34 and 2.35, I had to choose the

system parameters. I chose values that reasonably mimic the lateral dimensions

and fluid layer thickness of Al electrolysis cells [50]. I set the Al plate dimensions

to H = 0.2 m, h0 = 0.045 m, Lx = 11 m, and Ly = 2.7 m and used g = 9.81 m/s2.

Based on these dimensions, I calculated the natural angular gravitational frequen-

cies of the Al plate to be ωx = 1.5302 rd/s and ωy = 0.3756 rd/s.

Then, I wrote the system of Equations Eqs. 2.34 and 2.35 in matrix form as:

Ẋ = A(t)X (2.36)
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where A(t) is the coefficient matrix of the form
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

−ω2
x −a(1 + β sin(ωbt)) 0 0

a(1 + β sin(ωbt)) −ω2
y 0 0

 (2.37)

and X is the state variable 
γx

γy

γ̇x

γ̇y

 (2.38)

I solved Eq. 2.36 numerically using a 4th order Runga-Kutta based solver

in MATLAB “ode45.m”. I initialized the solver using the conditions of small

rotations θx, θy and zero angular velocities θ̇x = 0 = θ̇y.

2.4.1 No coupling case, a = 0

As a sanity check, I first solved for the simple case of a = 0 which decouples the

Al plate’s motion in the x and y directions. This can be thought of as having no

current at all, J0 = 0, or no magnetic field, B0 = 0, which implies that there is no

electromagnetic forces present. The equations of motion reduce to:

γ̈x + ω2
xγx = 0, (2.39)

γ̈y + ω2
yγy = 0, (2.40)

and admit solutions:

γx ≈ cos(ωxt) (2.41)

γy ≈ cos(ωyt) (2.42)

In this case, gravitational forces are only present and the Al plate would oscillate

with angular frequency ωx in the x direction and ωy in the y direction. Since there
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Figure 2.4: Numerical solutions for the decoupled case a = 0. a, γx oscillates in time at a

single frequency. b, γy oscillates in time at a single frequency that is lower than that of γx. c

The power spectrum of both γx and γy shows that each oscillates exactly at its pure angular

gravitational frequency.

is no damping mechanism (assumption 8), I expect the amplitude of oscillations

to stay constant in time. The numerical solution shows the expected results

(Fig. 2.4). γx and γy are pure oscillations (Fig. 2.4a-b) with constant amplitude,

and the power spectrum of each shows that the oscillations’ angular frequencies

coincide with ωx and ωy (Fig. 2.4c).

2.4.2 Steady current case, β = 0

Next, I solved for the steady current case by setting β = 0 which eliminates the

oscillatory component of the current. This case was originally studied in [8]. The

equations of motion in this case reduce to:

γ̈x + ω2
xγx = −a, (2.43)

γ̈y + ω2
yγy = a, (2.44)

Let γ+ = γx + γy and γ− = γx − γy. Taking the sum and difference of Eqs. 2.43

and 2.44, and re-writing in terms of γ+ and γ− yields:

γ̈+ + ω2
x

γ+ + γ−

2
+ ω2

y

γ+ − γ−

2
= aγ− (2.45)

γ̈− + ω2
x

γ+ + γ−

2
− ω2

y

γ+ − γ−

2
= −aγ+ (2.46)
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Rearranging Eqs. 2.45 and 2.46:

γ̈+ + ω2γ+ = (a− ωc) γ
− (2.47)

γ̈− + ω2γ− = (−a− ωc) γ
+ (2.48)

where ω2 =
ω2
x+ω2

y

2
and ωc =

ω2
x−ω2

y

2
. To check the stability of the motion described

by Eqs. 2.47 and 2.48, I Looked for a solution of the form γ+ ∼ eiωt and γ− ∼ eiωt.

Substituting yields:

(−ω2 + ω2)γ+ = (a− ωc) γ
− (2.49)

(−ω2 + ω2)γ− = (−a− ωc) γ
+ (2.50)

which in matrix form is:

−ω2 + ω2 ωc − a

ωc + a −ω2 + ω2

γ+

γ−

 =

0
0

 (2.51)

For a non-trivial solution, the coefficient matrix of Eq. 2.51 must be singular i.e.

have a zero determinant. Thus,

(−ω2 + ω2)2 − ω2
c + a2 = 0

=⇒ −ω2 + ω2 = ±
√
ω2
c − a2

=⇒ ω2 = ω2 ∓
√

ω2
c − a2 (2.52)

If ω2 has a complex component, then the motion is unstable. From Eq. 2.52, this

is the case when

ω2
c − a2 < 0

=⇒ a > |ωc| (2.53)

Thus, transition to instability occurs when the coupling parameter a exceeds a

critical value of:

acrit =

∣∣∣∣ω2
x − ω2

y

2

∣∣∣∣ (2.54)
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This agrees with the critical coupling parameter presented in [8] where the case

of steady current was originally studied. Furthermore, Eq. 2.54 shows that the

initial separation of the natural gravitational angular frequencies, ωx and ωy, is of

great importance to the stability of the system [8]. As such, having the length Lx

be greater than the width Ly is desired. This accurately captures the situation in

Al electrolysis cells, where they are designed to have a much greater length than

width to hinder the MPI [9, 40]. Going back to Eq. 2.52, it becomes clear that

the electromagnetic forces bring the motion’s angular frequencies of oscillations

closer to one another, until they converge to ω [8].

For the values of ωx and ωy here, the critical coupling parameter acrit =

1.100206. First, I solved for the Al plate’s motion for a case with coupling slightly

below the critical value by setting a = 1.100205. The numerical solutions are

presented in Fig. 2.5a-c. γx oscillates stably and the amplitude is enveloped by a

slowly varying oscillation (Fig. 2.5a); the beating phenomenon is present. Plotting

only the first 50 seconds (Fig. 2.5b) shows the oscillations happening at a higher

frequency inside the amplitude envelope. γy behaves the same as γx(Fig. 2.5c).

Then, I solved for a case with coupling slightly above the critical value by setting

a = 1.100207. The numerical solutions are presented in Fig. 2.5d-f. γx is unstable

with the amplitude growing exponentially in time (Fig. 2.5d). γx reaches ∼ 25000,

which would exceed θx = π/2 and definitely violate the small-angle approxima-

tion. So, the normalized angles shouldn’t be taken literally but the exponential

growth in amplitude is really an indicator of instability. Plotting only the first 50

seconds (Fig. 2.5e) shows the oscillations of γx. γy is also unstable (Fig. 2.5f). The

numerical solutions for both cases matched what was expected from the stability

condition of Eq. 2.54.
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Figure 2.5: Numerical solutions at a slightly above and below acrit . a, a = 1.100205, the

Al plate is stable with γx oscillating in time and beating phenomenon is present. The regions

appearing solid blue indicate oscillations too fast to be individually visible. b, an enlargement

of the same data as (a) plotted for only 50 s. The oscillations inside the amplitude envelope

can now be seen. c, γy is also stable, behaving the same as γx. d, a = 1.100207, the Al plate is

unstable with the amplitude of γx increasing exponentially in time. The regions appearing solid

blue indicate oscillations too fast to be individually visible. e, an enlargement of the same data

as (d) plotted for only 50 s. f, γy is also unstable, behaving the same as γx.

2.4.3 Oscillating current added

I solved again for a = 1.100207 but with an oscillating current present (β ̸= 0). I

checked the stability of γx and γy for a range of oscillating currents, each with a

different amplitude and frequency. I found that using an oscillating current with

ωb = 0.94 rd/s and β = 0.1 (10% of the steady current amplitude) stabilized

the motion, where γx (Fig. 2.6a-b) and γy no longer grew in time. The power

spectrum of γx shows two dominant angular frequencies present: one near the

oscillating current angular frequency of 0.94 rd/s, and the other near the root-

mean-square of the natural gravitational frequencies, ω, of ∼ 1.1 rd/s (Fig. 2.6c).

Having a peak near ωb present in the power spectrum indicates that the oscillating

current successfully altered the dynamics of the Al plate by injecting a new angular

frequency to the Al plate’s motion.

I summarized the stability at a = 1.100207 for different pairs of oscillating
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Figure 2.6: Numerical solutions at a = 1.100207 with an oscillating current of β = 0.1 and

ωb = 0.94 rd/s. a, γx oscillating in time stably. The regions appearing solid blue indicate

oscillations too fast to be individually visible. b, an enlargement of the same data as (a) plotted

for only 100 s. The oscillations inside the amplitude envelope can now be seen. c, The power

spectrum of γx shows two frequencies, one near the oscillating frequency.

amplitude and frequency, (β, ωb), in Fig. 2.7, where I varied β from 0.01 to 0.9 in

steps of 0.01 and ωb from 0 rd/s to 12 rd/s in steps of 0.1 rd/s. At ωb = 0 rd/s,

the current is only steady and the Al plate motion is expected to be unstable for

all β. This is the case indicated by the column of blue dots at ωb = 0 rd/s in

Fig. 2.7. For ωb ̸= 0, two distinct regions of stability emerge. One near lower

angular frequencies that almost looks like a triangle whose base is centered at

∼ 1 rd/s (region 1). Having a lower amplitude seems to be better for stability in

that region. The other region is much bigger and at higher frequencies and seems

to be bounded by two curves, one of which is almost a vertical line at ωb ∼ 2.5 rd/s

(region 2). At higher frequencies, a higher amplitude seems to better. Overall, the

(β, ωb) phase space portrait looks like Arnold tongues [58]. I increased the coupling

parameter by 3% to a = 1.133213, pushing the Al plate motion further into the

unstable regime. The (β, ωb) phase space portrait is presented in Fig. 2.8. Far

fewer stable combinations exist compared to Fig. 2.7, where only the upper sides

of region 1 retained stability and region 2 collapsed into a single line vertical line

at ωb ∼ 2.5 rd/s starting at β = 0.25. All of the previously stable combinations

with β < 0.1 are now unstable, alluding to more unstable motion will require a

higher oscillation current amplitude to be stabilized.
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Figure 2.7: (β, ωb) phase space for a = 1.100207. The motion is stable for many pairs of the

oscillating current’s angular frequency and normalized amplitude. The stable pairs cluster at

two distinct regions.

Figure 2.8: (β, ωb) phase space for a = 1.133213. The motion remains stable for only a few

pairs of the oscillating current’s angular frequency and normalized amplitude.
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2.5 Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, I extended the mechanical model of the MPI presented in [8]

to include an additional oscillating current component with a specific angular

frequency and amplitude, to test whether the oscillating current component can

stabilize it. I derived equations of motion for the model, Eqs. 2.34,2.35, a coupled

system of second order ordinary differential equations. I solved the equations

of motion numerically for three distinct cases: no coupling, steady current, and

added oscillating current. The numerical solutions agreed with what is expected

for the no coupling case and the steady current case originally studied in [8]. Also, I

showed that adding the oscillating current stabilized a previously unstable motion

with the steady current only. Various angular frequency, ωb, and normalized

amplitude, β, combinations for the oscillating current worked for stabilizing the

motion and the stability depends in a complicated way on ωb, where distinct

regions of stability of emerge. The regions of stability are significantly smaller for

a model that is more unstable i.e. has a higher coupling parameter a.

The choice of model dimensions, H , h0, Lx, and Ly was to mimic similar

dimensions in an Al electrolysis cells. Changing any of the dimensions would

change the natural gravitational frequencies and consequently the critical coupling

parameter acrit. When I solved for the Al plate’s motion, I would set the value

of the coupling parameter a rather than calculating it for values of J0 and B0

that would be similar to those in Al electrolysis cells. Doing so would have given

a values so low that the Al plate is always stable. Thus, the results of from

this mechanical model should be only considered in a qualitative rather than a

quantitative manner when translating them to Al electrolysis cell applications.

For example, having a larger aspect ratio of Lx/Ly would increase the difference

between the natural gravitational angular frequencies and consequently indicate

a more stable scenario. This translates well to Al cells where a large aspect ratio
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is desired for stability [29].

Also, the mechanical model reduces the real two fluid layer system in Al elec-

trolysis cells from one with an infinite number of degrees of freedom to one with

only two. In Al cells there are many gravitational frequencies and many couplings

between them can occur to trigger the MPI [6, 29, 30, 33]. The mechanical model

also fails to account for damping effects in Al cells, such as viscosity and the fric-

tion between the fluid layer and the electrode, which would most certainly impact

stability. Adding a friction coefficient to the model would make it better mimic

an Al cell.

The system of Eqs. 2.34, 2.35 is canonically a periodic linear differential equa-

tion system, Eq. 2.36 where the matrix A(t) is periodic with period T = 2π
ωb
, and

belong to a family of equations known as Mathieu equations [59]. Analytical tech-

niques such as Floquet theory [59, 60] can be used to study the stability of the

system and perhaps outline the distinct stable regions present in the (β, ωb) phase

space for a given coupling parameter a.
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3 Stabilizing Aluminium

Electrolysis Cells via

Oscillating Currents in

Simulation

This chapter is based primarily on Reference [9] and some content from Refer-

ence [7]. They have been reformatted and edited to fit within the thesis. The

thesis author is the primary author of this work.

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, I showed that a mechanical model of the MPI [8] can be extended to

include an oscillating current density component, and that this oscillating compo-

nent can stabilize the model [10]. Since the oscillating current worked in stabilizing

the model, we were optimistic that it would work in Al electrolysis cells, and the

next thing we set out out to do was to test if it would stop the MPI in a high

fidelity numerical simulation of an Al electrolysis cell.

To study the stability of a typical Al electrolysis cell under the influence of

an oscillating current, we used the simulation package MHD-Valdis, a tool widely
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used in the industry to design stable aluminum electrolysis cells. MHD-Valdis

uses a generalized MHD shallow layer, non-linear wave model based on [29, 52,

55, 61–66]. It dynamically couples the transient turbulent motion of each fluid

layer and the interface shape to the transient magnetic field and electric currents

in the cell [55]. The model includes essential commercial cell features such as

the electrolyte channels [64], electric current distribution in the busbars, and the

magnetic field generated by the ferromagnetic cell elements [55], and has been

validated against a benchmark model [67] in [63] and against measurements from

the TRIMET 180 kA commercial potline [68] and other commercial cells [69, 70].

A model of the same TRIMET 180 kA commercial potline, in commercial use

by TRIMET Aluminum, SE, in Germany, is used in our stabilization study (see

Fig. 3.1). These cells normally operate at 4.5 cm anode-to-cathode distance (ACD)

and have been simulated in previous studies that validated the model with real-

world measurements [54, 68, 71].

3.1.1 Boundary Conditions

The electric network of MHD-Valdis represents several pots in the potline and

includes the bus bar network elements. So the current density at the bottom

of the anodes and on the surface of the cathode blocks is part of the electrical

network solution, and changes in time with the interface shape [11]. At the Al

cell’s side walls a zero normal current is applied, which implies that the side walls

are assumed to be electric insulators. Also, continuity of the electric potential

and the normal current component are asserted across the Al-electrolyte interface.

The hydrodynamic boundary conditions used are continuity of pressure across the

Al-electrolyte interface and zero normal velocity at the side walls.
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Figure 3.1: Snapshot of the TRIMET 180 kA potline model fromMHD-Valdis software showing

busbar layout. Color represents the current, I, in each conductor in Ampere (A). Figure is

courtesy of Dr. Marc Dupuis.
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molten Al molten electrolyte carbon anode carbon cathode

4× 106 233 20450 74074

Table 3.1: Electrical conductivities, σ, of the fluid layers and carbon anodes used in the

simulation in S/m.

layer ρ (kg/m3)

molten Al 2300

molten electrolyte 2075

Table 3.2: Density of the molten Al and electrolyte layers used in the simulations.

3.1.2 Simulation Setup

The TRIMET 180 kA Al electrolysis cell modelled in our simulations has lateral

dimensions, Lx×Ly = 7.92×3.57 m, and we use a numerical grid havingNx×Ny =

87× 31 elements, so the grid size is 9.21× 11.90 cm. The electrical conductivities

used for the Al layer and electrolyte layer are presented in Table 3.1, and their

densities in Table 3.2. The Al layer has a fixed height of 17 cm. The electrical

conductivities of the carbon anodes and cathodes are also presented in Table 3.1.

The interface shape is initialized with the G1,0 interface mode as a perturbation

with an amplitude of α1,0 = 5 mm, similar to previous work [68], and a steady

and/or oscillating current with a specified frequency and amplitude. We use a

0.25 s time step and simulation is halted if the interface touches the anode, which

would be a case of short circuit of the Al cell, or after 1000 s have elapsed. When

applying oscillating currents, we used a triangular shape (Fig. 3.11a) because it

may be more economical to produce in real Al cells and because it eliminated the

need for shorter time steps in simulations.

This chapter proceeds as follows: In §3.2 I discuss how we quantified the Al-

electrolyte interface stability and the methods we used to analyze and delineate
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the interface dynamics. In §3.3, I present simulation results showing the MPI

present in the TRIMET 180 kA cell at 4 cm ACD with steady current, and use

the methods described in §3.2 to show that the MPI is caused by the resonance

of three specific Gm,n interface wave modes. Also, I explain how these three

modes couple through the different components of the vertical magnetic field.

In §3.4, I show that adding an oscillating current, with a particular frequency and

amplitude, to the steady current can prevent the MPI by exciting standing waves.

I present simulation results of the TRIMET Al cell having stable operation at

4 cm ACD and 3.8 cm ACD with the oscillating current present, and describe the

interface behaviour and wave mode dynamics. Further, I show that an oscillating

current can be used to halt the MPI. In §3.5, I summarize the results and discuss

some limitations of the model, implications of the results, and potential future

directions.

3.2 Characterizing Interface Oscillations

Since the MPI [33] manifests as a circulating travelling wave on the Al-electrolyte

interface, characterizing the interface’s motion is important in understanding the

stability of the cell and the underlying dynamics. This characterization has to

be done through quantifiable metrics so that different cases can be compared

efficiently and adequately. Some of the questions we wanted to answer were: Is

the interface motion stable? How stable/unstable is it? What can we say about

the its temporal dynamics? and What interface wave modes Gm,n are present?

3.2.1 Quantifying Interface Stability

MHD-Valdis outputs the Al-electrolyte interface height zi,j of element (i, j) at

every time step, where 1 ≤ i ≤ Nx and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ny. Visualizing this 3 dimensional
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data by creating a video of the interface’s motion in time offered a good way of

observing the overall motion. However, it didn’t offer a quantifiable metric to

assess its stability in an efficient manner. So, we thought about reducing the

interface height zi,j to single number, at every instant in time, that would capture

how high the interface oscillations are. This can be done in many ways, but we

opted to using the root-mean-square displacement of the interface from its mean

shape in time:

zRMS =

(
1

NxNy

Nx∑
i=1

Ny∑
j=1

(∆zi,j)
2

) 1
2

(3.1)

where ∆zi,j is the interface displacement from its mean height in time, zi,j:

∆zi,j = zi,j − zi,j (3.2)

When an instability is present, zRMS will increase exponentially over time and its

rate of increase would quantify how strong the instability is. I fit an exponential

function to zRMS of the form:

zRMS ∝ c1e
c2 (3.3)

where c1 is a pre-factor, and c2 is the growth or decay rate. Comparing the values

of c2 for different cases would show the relative stability between them.

3.2.2 Untangling Interface Mode Dynamics

Since the MPI is a parametric instability that depends on a coupled resonance

between interface wave modes [39], we wanted to know which modes Gm,n of

Eq. 1.43 are strongest. Since these wave modes form an orthonormal basis of the

interface surface, we performed a linear least-squares projection of the interface

displacement ∆zi,j onto the Gm,n modes using a procedure similar to the one

described in [72]. The linear least-square projection is performed by determining
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the wave mode amplitudes, αm,n, that minimize the squared error between the

interface displacement and the estimated interface displacement:

z2error =

(
∆z −

∑
m,n

αm,nGm,n

)2

= (∆z − zest)
2

= (∆z)2 − 2(∆z)zest − z2est (3.4)

The squared error Eq. 3.4 admits a minimum that satisfies:

∂z2error
∂αm,n

= 0 (3.5)

for all coefficients αm,n. Substituting Eq. 1.43 and Eq. 3.4 into Eq. 3.5 yields:

−2(∆z)Gm,n + 2
∑
m′,n′

αm′,n′Gm′,n′Gm,n = 0

=⇒ ∆zGm,n =
∑
m′,n′

αm′,n′Gm′,n′Gm,n (3.6)

We truncate Eq. 3.6 by considering the lowest-order modes up to a certain number,

0 ≤ m ≤ M and 0 ≤ n ≤ N . Let the mode matrix g be defined as:

G0,0

...

GM,0

...

GM,N


(3.7)

where each mode Gm,n is Nx by Ny is size, making g of size (M + 1)(N +

1) by NxNy. Also, let the coefficient vector α be defined similarly as:

α0,0

...

αM,0

...

αM,N


(3.8)
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Then, Eq. 3.6 truncated to the lowest-order modes can be written in matrix form

as:

g∆z = Mα (3.9)

where ∆z is the interface displacement vector that is NxNy by 1 and M = gg⊺

is the projection matrix. Thus, the coefficients of the best fit can be found as:

α = M−1g∆z (3.10)

Since g and ∆z are known, the main task is to invert M . We do so by first

finding the singular-value decomposition (SVD) [73] of M ,

M = UΣV ⊺ (3.11)

where U and V are unitary matrices with orthonormal columns and Σ is a matrix

with real, nonnegative entries on the diagonal and zeros off the diagonal [73]. Using

the SVD decomposition Eq. 3.11, we can find the left pseudo-inverse of M [73–75]

and find the coefficients using Eq. 3.10 as:

α =
(
V Σ−1U ⊺

)
g∆z (3.12)

We implemented the procedure described above using a customMATLAB function

to find the coefficients αm,n of the best linear least-squares estimate of the interface

displacement, ∆z, at every instant in time. I used the condition number, which is

the ratio of the largest and smallest singular values of a matrix [73], to quantify

how sensitive is inverting matrix M to errors in the input.

Additionally, we calculated power spectra using the fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) [73] to find the frequencies associated with the interface displacement ∆z.

We did not use zRMS, but rather used a single point in one corner of the cell,

without squaring its displacement, since the square of a function generally contains

different frequencies than the original function.
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Figure 3.2: Characteristics of Al electrolysis cells. a, Electrical current flows downward from

anodes to cathode, through electrolyte and Al layers. b, The vertical component of the ambient

magnetic field, at the Al-electrolyte interface, from our simulations, seen from above. The field

varies spatially and is caused primarily by currents in the adjacent cells and nearby busbars. c,

The Al-electrolyte interface bulges because of electromagnetic forces due to the magnetic field

and the current.

Figure 3.3: Root-mean-square displacement of the Al-electrolyte interface at 4.3 cm ACD. An

exponential fit is shown in blue for t > 100 s. The RMS displacement decays very slowly in

time.

3.3 Simulating MPI in a TRIMET 180 kA Al

Electrolysis Cell

The first thing we set out to do in the simulations was to determine the critical

ACD of the TRIMET cell; the minimum electrolyte thickness at which the cell

is still stable. Critical stability is quantified by the interface displacement not

growing or decaying in time. We found the critical ACD to be about 4.3 cm when

rounded up to the nearest mm. The ambient vertical magnetic field field is shown

in Fig. 3.2b, and The Al-electrolyte interface developed a central bulge (Fig. 3.2c)

as expected [76]. zRMS at 4.3 cm ACD is shown in Fig. 3.3 and it is decaying in
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Figure 3.4: Current, voltage, and total power for the TRIMET Al cell at 4.3 cm ACD with

steady current. a, Current supplied is constant at 180 kA. b, Cell voltage exhibits a low-

frequency oscillation from the waves on the Al-electrolyte interface. The average voltage is

4.467 V. c, Total cell power. Average total power is 804.8 kW.

time but very slowly. This is because the critical ACD is slightly below 4.3 cm.

Our result agrees with the previous work [68], where the TRIMET 180 kA cell

was shown to be stable at 4.5 cm ACD. The supplied current, instantaneous cell

voltage, and instantaneous total cell power are plotted in Fig. 3.4, with the average

cell voltage at 4.47 V and average total cell power at 804.8 kW. The instantaneous

total power of the Al cell is calculated by multiplying the instantaneous cell voltage

with the supplied current.

3.3.1 MPI in Simulation

We lowered the ACD by 3 mm from its critical value to 4 cm, kept the current

steady at 180 kA (Fig. 3.5a) and ran the simulation again. As we expected,

lowering the ACD triggered the MPI and the interface height grew until it touched

the anode and a short circuit happened at t ≈ 800 s. The cell voltage and total

power showed a sudden drop at that time as shown in Fig. 3.5b-c. I plotted

the RMS displacement of the interface, zRMS, in Fig. 3.6a where low frequency

oscillations and exponential growth are evident. The growth rate was about 2.2×

10−3 s−1 as shown by the exponential fit in blue in Fig. 3.6a.
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Figure 3.5: Current, voltage, and total power for the TRIMET Al cell at 4 cm ACD with

steady current. a, Current supplied is constant at 180 kA. b, Cell voltage exhibits a low-

frequency oscillation from the waves on the Al-electrolyte interface. The average voltage is

4.34 V, and the sudden voltage drop at the end is due to the short circuit happening when the

Al layer touched the anode. c, Total cell power. The sudden drop in power at the end is due to

the short circuit. The average total power is 781.6 kW.

Figure 3.6: The metal pad instability (MPI) in a simulated Al electrolysis cell. a, Displacement

of the Al-electrolyte interface grows exponentially, as shown by the fitted curve. b, The spectral

power of the displacement of one point on the interface is dominated by a narrow frequency

band, close to the frequency of interface wave modes G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1, expected in the MPI.
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To analyze the interface oscillations, I calculated the power spectrum of the

interface displacement at a point, see §3.2, which showed that its power is highly

concentrated near 0.0263 Hz (Fig. 3.6b). This frequency lies close to the frequen-

cies f2,0, f0,1, and f1,1 from Eq. 1.44 of the wave modes G2,0, G0,1 and G1,1. Thus,

I had a suspicion that the MPI is a result of the resonant coupling of these modes.

To verify the role of these three modes, I performed a linear least-squares projec-

tion of the simulated interface displacement shape onto a basis set of wave modes

Gm,n, see §3.2. An example is shown in Fig. 3.7 where the interface displacement

at t = 125 s is plotted in Fig. 3.7a and the estimated displacement through the

wave mode projection is plotted in Fig. 3.7b. Visually, the actual interface dis-

placement and estimated interface displacement look the same. I calculated the

% error of the displacement estimation, defined as:∑Nx

i=1

∑Ny

j=1|zerror|∑Nx

i=1

∑Ny

j=1|∆z|
× 100 (3.13)

at every instant in time and plotted the result in Fig. 3.7c. The % error is low

and < 4 % through the duration of the simulation. For this projection procedure,

we retained the 128 lowest-order modes 0 ≤ m ≤ 16 and 0 ≤ n ≤ 8. Spectral

power in modes with m > 6 or n > 6 was always negligible. The projection was

also robust with the condition number low (∼ 4). The wave mode amplitudes

αm,n vary over time; one way to quantify their typical overall magnitude is with

the root-mean-square amplitude ⟨α2
m,n⟩

1
2 , where brackets signify averaging over

time. I calculated the RMS amplitude each mode, through the duration of the

simulation, and plotted the results in Fig. 3.8a. Clearly the G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 are

far stronger than all other modes as expected from the power spectrum Fig. 3.6b.

Plotting their amplitudes (α2,0, α0,1, and α1,1) as a function of time shows that

they are growing exponentially and oscillate a single frequency near 0.0263 Hz

(Figs. 3.8b-c). Note that the amplitude of other modes is not growing in time,

such as α0,2 of G0,2, which is also plotted in Figs. 3.8b-c. The coupling of these
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Figure 3.7: Example of estimating the interface displacement through projecting onto the

modes Gm,n. a, Al-electrolyte interface displacement at t= 125 s.b, Estimate of the interface

displacement at t= 125 s through performing a linear least-square projection onto the interface

modesGm,n. The estimated interface displacement looks visually the same as the actual interface

displacement. c, The % error of the interface displacement estimate relative to the actual

interface displacement. The error is very low and < 4% at all times.

Figure 3.8: The modes of the MPI in a simulated Al electrolysis cell. a, G2,0, G0,1, and

G1,1 have greater root-mean-square amplitude than any other modes. b, G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1

oscillate with a common frequency and grow over time. G0,2 oscillates with the same frequency

but does not grow in time. c, G2,0 and G0,1 are separated in phase by ∼ 90◦, characteristic of

a traveling wave as in the MPI.

three modes was suggested to cause the MPI by Urata in [6].

3.3.2 MPI Mode Couplings

To explain the different mode couplings, we express the vertical magnetic field Bz

(Fig. 3.2b) as a Taylor series

Bz = B0z +Bxzx+Byzy, (3.14)

where B0z is the uniform component, Bxz quantifies linear variation in the x

direction, Byz quantifies linear variation in the y direction, and higher-order terms

have been neglected. In commercial potlines B0z is generated primarily by the
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Figure 3.9: Coupling of different mode pairs through the magnetic field components. a-d

Coupling between G0,1 and G2,0 interface modes through the x-gradient component Bxz of the

vertical magnetic field Bz. The modes are viewed from above, with the horizontal displacement

current density j and resulting electromagnetic forces f sketched. e-h Coupling between G2,0

and G1,1 interface modes through the constant component B0z of Bz. i-l Coupling between G0,1

and G1,1 interface modes through the y-gradient component Bzy of Bz.

current in the adjacent line, Bxz is generated primarily by the current in the side

risers and busbar under the cell, and Bxy is generated primarily by current in the

anode risers or cathode busbar [6]. When a wave is present on the Al-electrolyte

interface, current flows preferentially where the electrolyte is thinner (at interface

crests), due to the low electrical conductivity of the electrolyte (Table 3.1).Then

it “shorts” through the Al layer, due to its high electrical conductivity compared

to the carbon cathode (Table 3.1), and spreads horizontally after entering the Al

layer [8, 50]. That spreading creates a horizontal compensation current, j, in the

Al pointing from a crest to a trough, which interacts with the different components

of Bz to create horizontal electromagnetic forces, f , that couple different modes [6,

8, 29]. For example, the G0,1 mode causes a horizontal current j that interacts

with Bxz to produce a force f that excites the G2,0 mode (Fig. 3.9a). It, in turn,

excites the G0,1 mode, resulting in a feedback loop (Fig. 3.9b-d). Similarly, B0z

couples the G2,0 and G1,1 modes (Fig. 3.9e-h), and Byz couples the G0,1 and G1,1

modes (Fig. 3.9i-l).
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Visualizing the interface displacement shape at four times spaced evenly through

a 0.0263-Hz oscillation cycle (marked with red dots in Fig. 3.6a and Fig. 3.8c) re-

veals canonical MPI dynamics: a traveling wave that circulates counter-clockwise

when viewed from above (Figs. 3.10a-d), consistent with the fact that G2,0 and

G0,1 vary with ∼ 90◦ phase difference. To understand the underlying MPI mech-

anism, a simplified representation is helpful, so we first found which wave modes

are present at each instant (Figs. 3.10e-h) by calculating the mode’s amplitude as

a percentage of the total energy of all modes. Here, we quantified the total energy

of all modes by the sum of all modes’ amplitudes in absolute value. The sign

of the mode amplitude was preserved to indicate the mode orientation. Then,

we reconstructed the interface displacement shape after eliminating all but the

two strongest modes at each instant (Figs. 3.10i-l). With the aid of the coupling

mechanisms presented in Fig. 3.9, we can see the interplay among G0,1, G2,0, and

G1,1; the most dominant modes present (Fig. 3.8a). At t = 398 s, G0,1 and −G1,1

are present and excite G2,0 and G1,1, which have appeared by t = 407.5s. Those

modes, in turn, excite −G0,1 and G1,1, which have appeared by t = 417 s. Those

modes, in turn, excite −G2,0 and −G1,1, which have appeared by t = 426.5 s. Fi-

nally, they excite the original modes, G0,1 and −G1,1. The coupling and timing of

the three modes are right for forming a closed cycle that amplifies the circulating

wave.

3.4 Stabilization Using an Oscillating Current

Knowing that the MPI is present at 4 cm ACD with steady current, it was time to

test our hypothesis of whether adding an oscillation to the current would prevent

the MPI and stabilize the Al cell. To test, we ran a new simulation, identical to

the one that produced the MPI, except that the steady 180 kA current was sup-

plemented with an oscillating component of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency
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Figure 3.10: Mode coupling creating the MPI. a-d, Interface displacements at four times

spanning one MPI cycle (red dots in Fig. 3.8c) show a circulating traveling wave. e-h, Modal

decomposition of the interface displacements at the same times as in (a-d). Two dominant modes

are present at each time, and an interplay among G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 is evident in creating the

MPI. i-l, Reconstruction of the interface displacements at the same times as in (a-d) using only

the two most dominant modes present in each of (e-h), viewed from above. G0,1 and −G1,1 are

present in (i) and excite G2,0 and G1,1 through the different components of Bz based on Fig. 3.9.

G2,0 and G1,1 consequently excite −G0,1 and G1,1 and so on.
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Figure 3.11: Current, voltage, and total power for the TRIMET Al cell at 4 cm ACD with

an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency 0.045 Hz a, Current supplied

has an oscillating triangular component with an average of 180 kA. b, Cell voltage exhibits a

low-frequency oscillation at the current driving frequency. The average voltage is 4.36 V. c,

Total cell power. Average total power is 787.1 kW.

0.045 Hz as shown in Fig. 3.11a. I plotted the RMS displacement in Fig. 3.12a,

and as shown it oscillates but did not grow exponentially – the MPI was absent.

The spectral power of the displacement at a point showed strong peaks at two

frequencies, one near f2,0, f0,1, and f1,1, as seen in the presence of the MPI, and

another near the 0.045 Hz, the drive frequency of the current (Fig. 3.12b).

To investigate the modal dynamics, I projected the interface displacement

shape into Gm,n wave modes. An example is shown in Figs. 3.13a-b where the

interface displacement and estimated interface displacement are plotted at t =

125 s, respectively. The condition number was low again (∼ 4), and the % error

was ≤ 3% at all times (Fig. 3.13c). I plotted the RMS amplitude of each mode in

Fig. 3.13d and found that in addition to G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 modes associated with

the MPI, the G0,2 and G4,0 were also present and strongest. Their corresponding

frequencies, f0,2 and f4,0, nearly match the drive frequency (Fig. 3.12b), and

the temporal variations of their amplitudes, α0,2 and α4,0, are nearly sinusoidal
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Figure 3.12: Characteristics of the interface displacement oscillations with an oscillating cur-

rent of frequency 0.045 Hz and half-amplitude 19.8 kA. a, RMS interface displacement. The

Al-electrolyte interface oscillates stably, not growing or decaying in time. b, The spectral power

of the displacement of one point on the interface is dominated by one frequency band close to

the expected in the MPI frequency, and another close to the drive frequency.

(Figs. 3.13e-f) oscillating at the drive frequency, unlike those of G2,0 and G0,1,

which are more complicated. Visualizing the interface shape at four times spaced

evenly through a 0.045-Hz oscillation cycle (marked with red dots in Fig. 3.12a

and Fig. 3.13f) reveals not a traveling wave, as would occur with the MPI, but

a standing wave (Figs. 3.14a-d), consistent with the fact that G0,2 and G4,0 vary

synchronously and with almost no phase difference (Fig. 3.13f). Taken together,

these facts suggest that a standing gravity wave, driven by the current oscillation,

frustrates the circulating wave that comprises the MPI.

For a simplified explanation of the mechanism, we reconstructed the interface

shape after eliminating all modes except G0,2 and G4,0, which account for most of

the power and can approximate the actual shape well (Figs. 3.14e-h). Remember-

ing that current in the Al spreads horizontally from interface crests, we see that

the resulting electromagnetic forces tend to drive two vortex-like circulations, one

in each half of the cell, whose vorticities alternate over time but are always op-

posed: one clockwise and one counter-clockwise. Though counter-clockwise flow

might tend to facilitate the counter-clockwise MPI circulation (even if not near the

cell center), clockwise flow strongly opposes the MPI and is apparently sufficient,

in this case, to prevent it altogether. These observations suggest a novel strategy

for stabilizing Al cells [12]: oscillate the current at a frequency chosen to excite
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Figure 3.13: Oscillating current excites standing waves. a, The Al-electrolyte interface dis-

placement at t= 125 s. b, Reconstruction of the interface displacement through performing a

projection onto the interface modes at t= 125 s. The estimated interface displacement looks

visually the same as the actual interface displacement. c, The % error of the interface displace-

ment estimate relative to the actual interface displacement. The error is very low and ≤ 3%

at all times. d, G2,0, G0,1, G1,1, G0,2, and G4,0 have greater root-mean-square amplitude than

any other modes. e-f, Their amplitudes αm,n oscillate, and G0,2 and G4,0 are almost aligned in

phase, characteristic of a standing wave.

Figure 3.14: Standing waves frustrate the MPI. a-d, Interface displacements at four times

spanning one drive cycle show a standing wave. e-h, Interface displacements at the same

times as in (a-d), estimated using only G0,2 and G4,0 and viewed from above. The resulting

electromagnetic forces f (sketched) often favour clockwise circulation, opposing and frustrating

the MPI.
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standing wave modes, which frustrate the MPI traveling wave.

3.4.1 Preventing the MPI at 3.8 cm ACD

By applying the oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency

0.045 Hz we were able to prevent the MPI and maintain cell stability at 4 cm

ACD; a 7% reduction from the ACD required for critical stability with a steady

current only. This resulted in average cell voltage decreasing by≈ 2.5% (Fig. 3.11b

vs Fig. 3.4b) and average total cell power by 2.2% (Fig. 3.11c vs Fig. 3.4c). We

wanted to see if we can reduce the ACD even further while maintaining cell sta-

bility, so we ran another simulation at 3.8 cm ACD with an oscillating current

of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency 0.045 Hz. The results are summarized

in Fig. 3.15, and the interface behaviour and dynamics are very similar to that

at 4 cm ACD. The RMS interface displacement oscillates but does not grow ex-

ponentially indicating stability (Fig. 3.15a), however, it has a higher amplitude

than before in Fig. 3.12a. This makes sense since lowering the ACD makes the

cell more unstable [28]. Similar to before in Fig. 3.12b, the spectral power of the

displacement at a point showed strong peaks at two frequencies, one near f2,0, f0,1,

and f1,1, and another near the 0.045 Hz drive frequency (Fig. 3.15b). Decom-

posing the interface displacement shape into Gm,n modes, we found that the G2,0,

G0,1, and G1,1, G0,2 and G4,0 are strongest (Fig. 3.15c). A notable difference is

that the MPI modes (G0,1, G2,0, and G1,1) are stronger than before (Fig. 3.15c vs

Fig. 3.13d). The temporal variations of the mode amplitudes αm,n are nearly si-

nusoidal (Figs. 3.15d-e) and the interface displacement dynamics (Figs. 3.15f-m)

are similar to those discussed before (Figs. 3.14a-h). Thus, we demonstrated that

the MPI can be prevented at 3.8 cm ACD, an 11.6% reduction from the critical

value with steady current, reducing the total average power by ∼ 4% (Fig. 3.16c).
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Figure 3.15: An oscillating current component prevents the MPI at 3.8 cm ACD. a, The Al-

electrolyte interface oscillates stably. b, The spectral power of the displacement of one point on

the interface is dominated by one frequency band close to the expected in the MPI frequency, and

another close to the drive frequency. c, G2,0, G0,1, G1,1, G0,2, and G4,0 have greater root-mean-

square amplitude than any other modes. d-e, Their amplitudes αm,n oscillate, and G0,2 and

G4,0 are almost aligned in phase, characteristic of a standing wave. f-i, Interface displacements

at four times spanning one drive cycle (red dots in (e)) show a standing wave. j-m, Interface

displacements at the same times as in (f-i), estimated using only G0,2 and G4,0 and viewed from

above.
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Figure 3.16: Current, cell voltage, and power for the TRIMET Al cell at 3.8 cm ACD with

an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency 0.045 Hz a, Current supplied

has an oscillating triangular component with an average of 180 kA. b, Cell voltage exhibits a

low-frequency oscillation at the current driving frequency. The average voltage is 4.28 V. c, Cell

total power. Average power is 773.4 kW.

3.4.2 Exciting a Different Standing Wave

We prevented the MPI successfully by applying the oscillating current of half-

amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency 0.045 Hz. Oscillating the current at this fre-

quency excited a standing wave composed of the G0,2 and G4,0, whose frequencies,

f0,2 and f4,0, nearly match the drive frequency of 0.045 Hz. In addition to the

standing wave composed of the G0,2 and G4,0 modes, we reasoned, other stand-

ing wave modes, composed of other Gm,n pairs with approximately matched fm,n,

should also work. To test, we ran another simulation at 4 cm ACD with the steady

180 kA current supplemented with an oscillating component of half-amplitude

19.8 kA and frequency 0.069 Hz, near the f6,0. A summary of the results is in

Fig. 3.17. The RMS interface displacement exhibits low-frequency oscillations

that are stable and decay slowly in time (Fig. 3.17a). By applying an exponential

fit (not shown), I found the decay rate to be 1.9× 10−4 s−1. The power spectrum

of a point on the interface displacement, Fig. 3.17b, shows two narrow peaks, one
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near the MPI frequency of 0.0263 Hz and another near the oscillating current

frequency of 0.069 Hz. Projecting the interface displacement onto the Gm,n wave

modes, I found that other than the MPI modes, G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1, the G0,2 and

G6,0 are also strong, with the G0,2 being the strongest (Figs. 3.17c-e). Visualizing

the interface shape at four times spaced evenly through a 0.069-Hz oscillation

cycle (marked with red dots in Fig. 3.17a and Fig. 3.17e) reveals a standing wave

(Figs. 3.17f-m), and one different from before (Figs. 3.15f-m). For the interface

displacement mode projection procedure, the condition number was 4 and the %

error was ≤ 4% at all times.

3.4.3 Halting the MPI

Having prevented the MPI, we wondered if we could also halt it in progress. To

find out, we ran a simulation at 4 cm ACD with holding the current steady at

180 kA for 100 s before adding a 19.8 kA oscillation at 0.045 Hz (Fig. 3.18a). As

expected, the RMS displacement grew when the current was steady but stopped

growing soon after we applied the current oscillation (Fig. 3.18b). As shown by

the exponential fits, the RMS interface displacement was growing at a rate of

1.8× 10−3 for the first 400 s and then decayed very slowly at a rate of 4.3× 10−5

afterwards. The interface moved with characteristics of the MPI when the current

was steady, but with characteristics of standing waves after we applied the current

oscillation (Figs. 3.18c-j). The MPI was apparently halted.

I Looked at the power spectrum of the interface displacement at a point,

plotted in Fig. 3.19a, and found that the interface oscillations are complex with

many frequencies present. The power is concentrated in two narrow regions, with

the main peak near the MPI frequency at 0.025 Hz and another peak near the

current frequency at 0.045 Hz. Three additional smaller peaks are also present:

one at 0.021 Hz near the first main peak, one at 0.049 Hz near the second main

peak, and one near the frequency sum of the two main peak at 0.07 Hz. Then, I
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Figure 3.17: An oscillating current component with frequency 0.069 Hz prevents the MPI.

a, The Al-electrolyte interface oscillates stably. b, The spectral power of the displacement of

one point on the interface is dominated by one frequency band close to the expected in the

MPI frequency, and another close to the drive frequency. c, G2,0, G0,1, G1,1,G0,2, and G6,0

have greater root-mean-square amplitude than any other modes. d-e, Their amplitudes αm,n

oscillate, and G0,2 and G6,0 are almost aligned in phase, characteristic of a standing wave. f-i,

Interface displacements at four times spanning one drive cycle (red dots in (e)) show a standing

wave. j-m, Interface displacements at the same times as in (f-i), estimated using only G0,2 and

G6,0 and viewed from above.
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Figure 3.18: An oscillating current component halts the MPI in progress. a, The applied

current was steady for the first 100 s, before an oscillatory current with half-amplitude 19.8 kA

and frequency 0.045 Hz was added. b, Interface displacement grew when the current was steady

but stopped growing soon after we added current oscillation, indicating stability. c-f, Interface

displacements, when current was steady, at four times spanning one MPI cycle. A circulating

travelling wave is present. g-j, Interface displacements, after we added the oscillating current,

at four times spanning one drive cycle. A standing wave is present.

projected the interface displacement onto the wave modes. The condition number

was 4 and the % error was ≤ 3% at all times (Fig. 3.19b). The RMS mode

amplitudes, Fig. 3.19c show that the MPI modes, G0,1, G1,1,G2,0, are strongest

followed by the modes we expected to excite by the 0.045 Hz current oscillation,

G0,2 and G4,0, which compose the standing wave. Additionally, other modes have

non-negligible RMS amplitude such as G1,0, G2,1, and G1,2. The mode amplitudes

α2,0, α0,1, and α0,2 (Figs. 3.19d-e), oscillate in time but not at a single frequency

like before. These observations suggest that the MPI can be halted by adding an

oscillating current. However, the interface dynamics are much more complex than

they would be if the oscillating current is applied initially.
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Figure 3.19: Wave modes when a non-initial current oscillation is applied. a, The spectral

power of the displacement of one point on the interface shows many frequencies present, the

dominant ones at the MPI frequency and current oscillation frequency. b, The estimated in-

terface displacement using the wave mode projection had an error ≤ 3% at all times. c, RMS

mode amplitude. G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 are strongest, followed by G0,2 and G4,0 g-j, Amplitudes

of the G2,0, G0,1, and G0,2 wave modes in time.

3.5 Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, I presented a series of simulation results of the TRIMET 180 kA Al

reduction cells that show a novel strategy for stabilizing Al electrolysis cells: ap-

plying an oscillating current at a frequency chosen to excite standing wave modes.

Through the RMS interface displacement, I showed that the critical ACD of the

TRIMET cell is around 4.3 cm, and that at 4 cm ACD the MPI is present causing

the cell to short. Through looking at the power spectra of the interface displace-

ment at a point and projecting the interface displacement onto the set of wave

modes Gm,n, I showed that the MPI in the TRIMET cell is a resonance between

the G0,1, G1,1, and G2,0 wave modes and explained how these three modes couple

using different components of the vertical magnetic field. Adding an oscillating

current, with half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency 0.045 Hz, stabilizes the same

cell allowing for stable operation at 4 cm and 3.8 cm ACD. I showed that this

oscillating current is exciting a standing wave composed of the wave modes G0,2
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and G4,0 which frustrates the MPI. The excited wave modes have frequencies close

to the current oscillation frequency. Stable operation at 4 cm was also achieved by

exciting the G6,0 and G0,2 modes with the current oscillating at 0.069 Hz. Further,

I showed applying the oscillating current after 100 s stabilized the TRIMET cell

at 4 cm ACD and halted the MPI.

Achieving an 11.6% ACD decrease, from 4.3 cm with steady current to 3.8 cm

with an oscillating current, resulted in reducing the average total power consump-

tion by 4%. If applied to all Al electrolysis cells, this method could reduce the en-

ergy intensity of production by 2.1 MJ/kg Al, bringing annual savings of 34 TWh

of electricity, perhaps $1B in energy costs, and 13 Mt of CO2e emissions [9].

Other cell designs differ in, e.g., bus bar configuration (affecting Bz) [77–79],

size (affecting fm,n), and aspect ratio (affecting which modes couple, in the MPI

and in standing waves). Still, standing waves composed of low-order modes can

be excited in any design by oscillating the current at a frequency determined using

Eq. 1.44, and those standing waves will impose clockwise forces that oppose the

MPI much of the time; our novel stabilisation strategy is broadly applicable. For

a given design, many standing wave modes are possible, but we speculate that

lowest-frequency mode will be strongest for a given oscillation amplitude, because

viscous damping is weaker for low-frequency modes [80]. Thus, we hypothesize

that low-frequency modes frustrate the MPI with minimal oscillation amplitude;

we hope to test that hypothesis in future work. Other designs have been more

carefully optimized, allowing stable operation with steady currents and ACD <3

cm [81]. Still, decreasing ACD in any design could enable producing aluminum

with less energy, lower cost, and lower emissions. We hope to test our strategy in

an industrial-scale Al cell soon. Given that the MPI is likely to occur in liquid

metal batteries (a grid-scale energy storage technology) [82–84] and molten oxide

electrolysis cells (for electrochemical manufacture of iron and other metals) [85,

86], it may be useful to apply oscillating currents in those systems as well.
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with Oscillating Currents:

Oscillation Amplitude and

Current Efficiency
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4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 I showed that oscillating currents can prevent the MPI in simulations

of a TRIMET 180 kA electrolysis cell, which allows the electrolysis cell to operate

stably at a lower ACD than with steady current only. As discussed in §3.5, with the

oscillating current added, we were able to reduce the ACD from 4.3 cm to 3.8 cm

while maintaining cell stability in our simulations, reducing the average total

power consumption of the cell by 4%. This has the promise of less energy intensive

production, electricity savings, and less carbon emissions for the Al industry.
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Thus, it is important to study how this stabilization technique can be optimized

so more benefits can be reaped. The oscillation current has two parameters,

its amplitude and frequency, and optimization boils down to the choice of these

parameters. For example, for a given ACD and oscillation frequency, using a

smaller oscillation amplitude to stabilize the cell would be more advantageous as

this would translate to higher energy savings. On the other hand, if using a higher

oscillation amplitude allows decreasing the ACD even further, then it might be

worth it.

4.1.1 Current Efficiency

Another key operational parameter for Al cells is current efficiency (CE), which is

a measure of how productive an Al electrolysis cell is. Specifically, the theoretical

production rate in an Al cell can be found using Faraday’s law for electrolysis [2]:

p0 =
M

zF
I, (4.1)

where p0 is the production rate in (g/s), M is the molecular mass in (g), z is

the number of electrons involved in the reaction, F is the Faraday constant, and

I is the electrolysis current. The theoretical production rate is proportional to

the electrolysis current, and ideally, all the current should liberate Al atoms from

solution. However, in reality “losses” occur where the current is instead travelling

short circuit paths between the electrodes, or when the back reaction occurs form-

ing new alumina. These losses are typically quantified by the current efficiency

CE =
p

p0
∗ 100%, (4.2)

where p is the measured production rate in (g/s). The biggest loss in CE comes

from the back reaction occurring between the dissolved Al metal and carbon

dioxide (CO2) bubbles [2]:

2 Al (dissolved) + 3 CO2 (dissolved) = Al2O3 (dissolved) + 3 CO (gas). (4.3)
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This reaction is estimated to cause a ≈ 3-5% loss in CE [2]. A model of the

reaction rate [2, 87] predicts the current efficiency to be

CE = 100%− kal A (c0al − cal), (4.4)

where kal is the mass transfer coefficient between Al and bath, A is the surface

area of the Al-bath interface, c0al is the thermodynamic saturation solubility of Al

in the bath, and cal is the amount of Al actually dissolved. The mass transfer

coefficient kal can be approximated as [2, 87, 88]:

kal = c D0.67 µ−0.5
el u0.83

rel ρ0.5el ACD−0.17 (4.5)

where c is a constant, D is the diffusivity of the dissolved Al is the electrolyte,

µel is the viscousity of the electrolyte, urel is the relative speed between the Al

and electrolyte, and ρel is the density of the electrolyte. Substituting Eq. 4.5 into

Eq. 4.4, we can write CE as:

CE = 100%− c D0.67 µ−0.5
el u0.83

rel ρ0.5el ACD−0.17 A (c0al − cal) (4.6)

The oscillating current is stabilizing Al electrolysis cells by exciting standing

waves, which impacts some of the parameters in Eq. 4.6 such as changing the

Al-electrolyte interface surface area. I will explore some of the effects using an

oscillating current might have on the cell’s CE.

This chapter proceeds as follows: In §4.2 I discuss the impact of using a low

amplitude oscillating current, high amplitude oscillating current, and high fre-

quency oscillating current on the 180 kA TRIMET Al electrolysis cell stability in

simulation. In §4.3 I discuss how using the oscillating current might impact CE

of the electrolysis cell through impacting different parameters of Eq. 4.6 and cell

noise, and attempt to quantify the change in CE resulting from each. Finally, in

§4.5 I summarize the results and give some ideas for future work.
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Figure 4.1: MPI present at 4 cm ACD, with an oscillating current of frequency 0.045 Hz

and half-amplitude 2.9 kA. a, Root-mean-square displacement of the Al-electrolyte interface is

growing exponentially in time. An exponential fit is shown in blue for t > 100 s. b, The spectral

power of the displacement of one point on the interface is dominated by a narrow frequency

band, close to the frequency of interface wave modes G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1, expected in the MPI.

4.2 Oscillation Current Amplitude and Frequency

From the simulation results presented in Chapter 3, we know that the MPI is

present at 4 cm ACD with a steady 180 kA current only (Figs. 3.6,3.8), and the

RMS interface displacement had a growth rate of 2.2 × 10−3 s−1 (see Fig. 3.6).

Adding an oscillating current of frequency 0.045 Hz and half-amplitude 19.8 kA

stabilized the cell and prevented the MPI (Fig. 3.12).

4.2.1 Oscillating Current with Small Amplitude

We wondered if we could stabilize the cell at 4 cm with an oscillating current at the

same frequency but a much lower half-amplitude. To test, we ran a simulation

at 4 cm ACD, with an an oscillating current of frequency 0.045 Hz and half-

amplitude of 2.9 kA. The results are shown in Figs. 4.1-4.2. The Al electrolysis

cell was unstable, with the interface RMS displacement growing exponentially in

time (Fig. 4.1a) and the MPI present. The growth rate was 2.1×10−3 s−1, slightly

lower than that with a steady current only of 2.2×10−3 s−1. The power spectrum

of the interface displacement at a point, Fig. 4.1b, shows that its power is highly

concentrated near 0.0263 Hz, the MPI frequency, and no peak was present at the

current oscillation frequency of 0.045 Hz. I projected the interface displacement
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shape into Gm,n wave modes. An example is shown in Figs. 4.2a-b where the

interface displacement and estimated interface displacement are plotted at t =

125 s, respectively. The condition number was again (∼ 4), and the % error was

≤ 2.5% at all times (Fig. 4.2c). I plotted the RMS amplitude of each mode in

Fig. 4.2d and found that the G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 modes associated with the MPI

are strongest. The G0,2 and G4,0, whos corresponding frequencies, f0,2 and f4,0,

nearly match the drive frequency were not present. The temporal variations of

G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1 modes’ amplitudes, (Figs. 4.2e-f), show them oscillating at

the MPI frequency.

At 19.8 kA half-amplitude, an oscillating current with the same frequency was

able to stabilize the cell at 4 cm ACD, but not with a 2.9 kA half-amplitude. It

seems that there is a minimum amplitude needed to excite the standing waves

strongly enough to prevent the MPI and stabilize the cell.

4.2.2 Oscillating Current with Large Amplitude

We wondered if applying an oscillating current with a high amplitude would make

the stabilization effect “stronger” and allow reducing the ACD even further. To

test, we ran a simulation at 3.7 cm ACD, with an oscillating current of frequency

0.045 Hz and half-amplitude of 36 kA. The cell shorted within 85 s and the

results are summarized is Fig. 4.3. The RMS interface displacement is very high

(Fig. 4.3a), and the power spectrum of the displacement at a point shows a peak

near the current oscillation frequency of 0.045 Hz, as shown in Fig. 4.3b. Plotting

the Al-electrolyte interface right before the cell shorted in Fig. 4.3c, shows a wave

whose amplitude is high enough to touch the anode i.e. greater than the ACD.

Projecting the interface displacement onto the Gm,n modes shows that the G0,2 is

the strongest with the G1,0, G0,1, and G4,0 also present (Fig. 4.3e). The projection

error being < 3% for the duration of the simulation (Fig. 4.3d). The G0,2 and G4,0

modes have frequencies near the current oscillation frequency, and we expected
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Figure 4.2: Modes at 4 cm ACD, with an oscillating current of frequency 0.045 Hz and

half-amplitude 2.9 kA. a, Al-electrolyte interface displacement at t= 125 s.b, Estimate of the

interface displacement at t= 125 s through performing a linear least-square projection onto the

interface modes Gm,n. The estimated interface displacement looks visually the same as the

actual interface displacement. c, The % error of the interface displacement estimate relative to

the actual interface displacement. The error is very low and < 2.5% at all times. d, G2,0, G0,1,

and G1,1 have greater root-mean-square amplitude than any other modes. e, G2,0, G0,1, and G1,1

oscillate with a common frequency and grow over time. G0,2 oscillates with the same frequency

but does not grow in time. f, G2,0 and G0,1 are separated in phase by ∼ 90◦, characteristic of a

traveling wave as in the MPI.
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Figure 4.3: Al-electrolyte interface behaviour at 3.7 cm ACD, with an oscillating current of

frequency 0.045 Hz and half-amplitude 36 kA. a, Al-electrolyte interface RMS displacement is

very high, causing a short circuit.b, Power spectrum of interface displacement at a point shows

a small peak near the oscillating current frequency c, The Al-electrolyte interface at t = 83.25 s,

right before the electrolysis cell shorted. A wave is present whose crest is high enough to touch

the anode and cause a short-circuit. d, The % error of projecting the interface displacement

onto the wave modes is < 3% for the duration of the simulation. e, G0,2 mode is strongest.

to excite them. It seems that the high oscillation current amplitude excited a

standing wave too strongly that it was higher than the ACD and shorted the cell.

This observation indicates that using too high of an oscillating current amplitude

can be dangerous and short the cell, and that the amplitude of the excited standing

wave seems to correlate with the amplitude of the oscillating current.

4.2.3 Oscillating Current with High Frequency

We wondered if using a high frequency oscillating current would also stabilize the

cell, and potentially be better than a low frequency oscillating current. To test,

we ran a simulation at 4 cm ACD with an oscillating current of frequency 0.5 Hz

and half-amplitude of 19.8 kA. The oscillation frequency is about an order of

magnitude higher than 0.045 Hz we previously used to stabilize the cell at the same
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Figure 4.4: Al-electrolyte interface behaviour at 4 cm ACD, with an oscillating current of

frequency 0.5 Hz and half-amplitude 19.8 kA. a, The Al-electrolyte interface grows exponentially,

and the MPI is present. b, The spectral power of the displacement of one point on the interface

is dominated by one frequency band close to the expected MPI frequency. The driving frequency

of 0.5 Hz is absent.

ACD, and nearly equal to the high order frequencies f44,0 and f0,20. The interface

displacement grew exponentially in time (Fig. 4.4a) but at a lower growth rate

than the case without an oscillating current. The power spectrum of the interface

displacement at a point (Fig. 4.4b) shows no peak near the drive frequency of

0.5 Hz. We believe that the high frequency oscillations were damped out by

dissipative effects, such as the friction between the fluid layers and electrodes,

and the turbulent viscosity [8, 29].

4.3 On the Impact of Exciting Standing Waves

on Current Efficiency

4.3.1 Surface Area and Wave Amplitude

The oscillating current is stabilizing the Al electrolysis cell by exciting standing

waves on the Al-electrolyte interface that frustrate the MPI [9]. As shown by

Eq. 4.4, CE is inversely proportional with the the surface area of the Al-electrolyte

A, so we wondered if driving standing waves on the interface would decrease CE.

If z = S(x, y, t) represents the interface, then its surface area can be calculated
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Figure 4.5: Interface area in stable, unstable, and stabilized electrolysis cells a, Al-electrolyte

interface surface area as a function of time for a stable Al cell operating with a steady 180 kA

current at 4.3 cm ACD. The surface area oscillates in time and decreases very slowly. b, Interface

surface area for a cell operating with a 180 kA steady current at 4 cm ACD. The surface area

is growing in time, which is consistent with the cell being unstable and the MPI present. c,

Interface surface area for a cell operating at 4 cm ACD, but with the steady 180 kA current

supplemented with an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and of frequency 0.045 Hz.

The surface area oscillates in time and does not grow, consistent with the cell being stable. The

interface surface area is larger than that of panel a due to the excited standing waves by the

oscillating current.

by

A(t) =

∫ Lx/2

− Lx/2

∫ Ly/2

− Ly/2

√
S2
x + S2

y + 1 dy dx, (4.7)

where Sx and Sy are the partial derivatives of S(x, y, t) in the x and y directions,

respectively. I numerically calculated the surface area of the interface given by

Eq. 4.7 at every instant in time using a custom MATLAB script for different

simulations of the Al electrolysis cell, when the cell is critically stable at 4.3 cm

ACD with 180 kA steady current, when the cell is unstable at 4 cm ACD with

180 kA steady current, when the cell is stable at 4 cm ACD with 180 kA steady

current supplemented with an oscillating current at of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and

of frequency 0.045 Hz. The results are summarized in Fig. 4.5.

When the cell is stable at 4.3 cm ACD with a steady current, the surface area

of the Al-electrolyte interface oscillates in time about a mean value of 28.2729 m2

and an amplitude of 2 cm2, as shown in Fig. 4.5a. When the ACD is reduced
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by 7% to 4 cm and the cell is unstable with the MPI present, the surface area

oscillates and grows exponentially in time as shown in Fig. 4.5b. At the same

ACD, when the steady current is supplemented with an oscillating current of

19.8 kA half-amplitude and 0.045 Hz frequency the cell is stable, and the surface

area oscillates but does not grow in time, as shown in Fig. 4.5c. The mean surface

area in this case is 28.2735 m2, 6 cm2 higher than it was at 4.3 cm ACD and

steady current (Fig. 4.5a), and its amplitude is ∼42 cm2 (Fig. 4.5c). Although

the mean surface area is higher when an oscillating current is added, the change

is very small and does not meaningfully affect CE.

However, the surface area amplitude is much higher than it was before (see

Figs. 4.5a,c). This can negatively impact CE as it could increase the chance of

the Al layer reaching the CO2 gas bubbles at the anode and driving the back

reaction of Eq. 4.3 [17]. This can be roughly quantified by the overlap between

the distribution of the height of the Al-electrolyte interface and the distribution

of CO2 gas bubbles at the anodes, as illustrated by Fig. 4.6. Note that the

distribution may not be normal for either of the interface height or the CO2 gas

bubbles. I calculated Al-electrolyte interface distribution for the same electrolysis

cell simulations in Fig. 4.5, and plotted the results in Fig. 4.7. The interface

height distribution for a stable cell with steady current of 180 kA and at the

critical ACD of 4.3 cm, Fig. 4.7a, does not look normal or symmetric about a

flat interface, where the height is zero. When the MPI is present at 4 cm ACD

for the same steady current, the interface height distribution looks more like a

normal one (Fig. 4.7b), with the interface height reaching a high enough level

to touch the anodes and short the cell. For a stable cell at 4 cm ACD, when

the steady 180 kA current is supplemented with an oscillating current of 19.8 kA

half-amplitude and 0.045 Hz frequency, the interface height distribution looks

bimodal, as shown in Fig. 4.7c. Compared to the stable case with steady current

in Fig. 4.7a, the interface height is above 2 cm more often indicating that exciting
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the standing waves with the oscillation current is making the interface height

higher comparatively. However, in [89] it was reported that the largest bubbles

had a thickness of 4.55 mm, about 0.5 cm. With the ACD at 4 cm and the

maximum interface height at 2.8 cm, the interface height is not high enough for

the Al metal to touch the gas bubbles and trigger the back reaction.

In another simulation, we were able to stabilize the electrolysis cell at an even

lower ACD of 3.8 cm using an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and of

frequency 0.045 Hz (see Fig. 3.15). I plotted the interface height distribution in

Fig. 4.8 normalized as a probability and overlaid the normalized interface height

distribution of Fig. 4.7a on it. Similar to before, exciting the standing waves with

the oscillating current is increasing the interface height. I plotted the distribution

of the maximum interface height at every instant in time in Fig. 4.9 overlaid with

that for the cell stabilized with the oscillating current but at 4 cm ACD. Although

the oscillation current was the same, the maximum interface height distribution

takes on higher values at 3.8 cm ACD. I believe this is due to MPI being stronger

in the cell with lower ACD [8, 28]. The maximum interface height is 3.2 cm

and for gas bubbles 0.5 cm thick at the anode, the Al layer is only 0.1 cm away

from touching the gas bubbles at 3.8 cm ACD. As the oscillating current is used to

stabilize the Al electrolysis cells at even lower ACD, this might lead to a reduction

in CE. The distribution of gas bubbles at the anodes is needed to quantify the

effect on CE.

4.3.2 Back Reaction Rate

Based on the back reaction rate model of Eq. 4.5, using the oscillating current to

decrease the ACD can lower CE. We were able to reduce the ACD from 4.3 cm

with steady current only to 3.8 cm with the oscillating current, while maintaining

stable cell operation. This represents an 11.6% reduction, so the new ACD is
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of back reaction region with decreasing ACD. a, Distribution of in-

terface height of the Al-electrolyte interface is in blue, and of the CO2 gas bubbles forming

on the anode is in pink. b, When the ACD is reduced and an overlap between the Al metal

and CO2 bubbles distribution occurs, the back reaction takes place reducing CE. Reprinted

by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Light

Metals 2014, “Current Efficiency in Aluminium Reduction Cells: Theories, Models, Concepts,

and Speculations”, Asbjørn Solheim (2014) [17]

Figure 4.7: Distribution of Al-electrolyte interface height in stable, unstable, and stabilized

electrolysis cells. a, Al-electrolyte interface height distribution for a stable Al cell operating with

a steady 180 kA current at 4.3 cm ACD. b, Interface height distribution for a cell operating with

a 180 kA steady current at 4 cm ACD. The cell is unstable with the MPI present and shorted.

c, Interface height distribution for a cell operating at 4 cm ACD, but with the steady 180 kA

current supplemented with an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and of frequency

0.045 Hz.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of Al-electrolyte interface height for a cell operating with steady

current at 4.3 cm ACD, and cell operating at 4 cm ACD, but with the steady 180 kA current

supplemented with an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and of frequency 0.045 Hz.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of maximum Al-electrolyte interface height at every instant in time

for a cell operating the steady 180 kA current supplemented with an oscillating current of half-

amplitude 19.8 kA and of frequency 0.045 Hz at 4 cm ACD, and another operating with the

same current at 3.8 cm ACD.
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0.884 times the original one. Using Eq. 4.6 and assuming that nothing changed

but the ACD, the new CE of the cell would be:

CEnew = 100%− C (0.884× ACD)−0.17

= 100%− 1.02× C ACD−0.17 (4.8)

where C is a constant that stands for all the other terms. Assuming that the CE

loss in the cell was originally 3− 5% [2], which is equal to C ACD−0.17, then the

CE loss would be 3.06 − 5.1% at the reduced ACD. Thus, reducing the ACD by

11.6%, resulted in reducing the average total power by ∼ 4% (an energy gain),

but decreased the CE by only ≤ 0.1% (a productivity loss).

Other than the impact of reducing the ACD, using the oscillating current

might change the relative speed between the Al and the electrolyte, urel. This

can either improve CE if urel is decreased, or worsen CE if urel is increased. For

example, if the CE loss in the cell was originally 3− 5%, then using Eq. 4.6, and

holding all constant but urel, if urel is decreased/increased by 10% from using the

oscillating current, this would increase/decrease the cell’s CE by 0.25− 0.42%. It

would be important to check the relative speed between the Al-electrolyte while

using the oscillating current in future work.

4.4 Cell Noise and Current Efficiency

Another factor impacting the Al electrolysis cell current efficiency not included in

the model of Eq. 4.6 is cell noise. A simple way to define cell noise is the moving

standard deviation of the normalized cell voltage Vn given by [90]:

Vn =

(
V − Ve

I
× In

)
+ Ve (4.9)

where Ve is the cell voltage at zero current (= 1.65 V), I is the current, and In

is the target line current (= 180 kA). Increased cell noise decreases CE [90–92],
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and cell noise increases with higher cell voltage fluctuations amplitude [91]. Using

the oscillating current to stabilize the cell resulted in higher voltage fluctuations

when compared to those with steady current at the critical ACD (see Fig. 3.4b

and Fig. 3.11b), which could indicate an increase in cell noise too. To check, I

calculated the cell noise for a stable TRIMET Al electrolysis cell operating with

steady current of 180 kA at 4.3 cm, an unstable cell operating with the same

steady current at 4 cm ACD, a stable cell operating at 4 cm ACD and with the

steady current supplemented by an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA

and of frequency 0.045 Hz, and a stable cell operating at 3.8 cm ACD and with the

steady current supplemented by an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA

and of frequency 0.045 Hz. The results are summarized in Fig. 4.10.

When the cell is operating at the critical ACD with a steady current, Fig. 4.10a,

the cell noise is low having an average value of 0.011 dV for t≥ 150 s. When the

ACD is reduced to 4 cm and the cell is unstable with the MPI present, the cell

noise is quite high as expected, Fig. 4.10b, reaching 0.38 dV before the cell shorted,

near the cell noise value reported in [93]. When the cell is stabilized by the action

of the oscillating current, Fig. 4.10c, the cell has an average value of 0.073 dV for

t≥ 150 s, higher than that in Fig. 4.10a for a stable cell with the steady current

only. For a stable cell at 3.8 cm with the same oscillating current, the cell noise

is slightly higher with an average of 0.076 dV for t≥ 150 s. Thus, decreasing the

ACD from 4.3 cm to 3.8 cm by using an oscillating current, resulted in increasing

the cell noise by 0.065 dV. This will decrease CE but it is hard to quantify by how

much as the correlation between cell noise and CE is often empirically derived [92]

and changes smelter to smelter. The correlation between cell noise and CE for

the TRIMET 180 kA cell, and the definition of cell noise TRIMET uses, would

be both needed to quantify the impact of increased cell noise by oscillating the

current on CE.
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Figure 4.10: Cell noise for TRIMET 180 kA Al electrolysis cells operating at different currents

and ACD. a, Cell operating with steady current of 180 kA at 4.3 cm. b Unstable cell operating

with steady current of 180 kA at 4 cm. c Cell operating at 4 cm ACD and with the steady current

supplemented by an oscillating current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and of frequency 0.045 Hz.

d Cell operating at 3.8 cm ACD and with the steady current supplemented by an oscillating

current of half-amplitude 19.8 kA and of frequency 0.045 Hz.
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4.5 Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, I discussed aspects of industrial importance about using an oscil-

lating current to stabilize Al electrolysis cells, specifically the choice of oscillation

amplitude, oscillation frequency, and the impact of using current oscillation on

the cell’s current efficiency. For reference, adding an oscillating current, with

half-amplitude 19.8 kA and frequency 0.045 Hz, allows for stable operation of the

TRIMET 180 kA cell at 4 cm ACD and 3.8 cm ACD. I showed that using an oscil-

lating current at the same frequency but a 2.9 kA half-amplitude is not enough to

stabilize the same cell at 4 cm ACD. This implies that there is a minimum oscil-

lating current amplitude required for the stabilization effect to be strong enough

to prevent the MPI. Also, I showed that using a 36 kA half-amplitude current

oscillation at the same frequency excites a standing wave high enough to short

the electrolysis cell at 3.7 cm ACD. Therefore, it seems that there exists an op-

timal choice for the oscillating current amplitude such that it is high enough to

prevent the MPI, but as low as possible to save on electric power and not excite

high standing waves that can short the cell. I also showed that using a current

with 0.5 Hz oscillation frequency and 19.8 kA half-amplitude has a minimal sta-

bilization effect, and it is not strong enough to stabilize the cell. We believe that

the high frequency oscillations were damped out by dissipative effects, such as

the friction between the fluid layers and electrodes, and the turbulent viscosity.

However, further simulations are needed to verify.

As for the impact of using an oscillating current on the Al electrolysis cell’s

CE, I discussed the consequences of exciting standing waves on the Al-electrolyte

interface, the back reaction rate, and the cell noise. Exciting standing waves on

the interface by the oscillating current can reduce CE by increasing the interfacial

surface surface area and by increasing the likelihood of the Al metal reaching

the gas bubbles at the anodes. I showed that when using the oscillating current,
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the interfacial surface area does increase when compared to that with steady

current, however, this increase was not meaningful to impact CE. Also, I showed

that using the oscillating current results in higher interface heights which could

decrease CE at low ACD if the distribution of wave height overlaps with that of

the gas bubbles at the anodes. The distribution of the gas bubbles at the anodes of

the TRIMET 180 kA cell is needed to quantify the overlap between the interface

height distribution and the gas bubbles, and consequently the impact on CE.

Decreasing the ACD via the oscillating current, directly decreases CE as shown

by Eq. 4.6. For the 11.6% ACD reduction we were able to achieve in simulation,

it would result in only ∼ 0.1% reduction in CE. Using the oscillating current

probably affects the relative speed between the Al and electrolyte, which can have

a positive/negative impact on CE if the speed is reduced/increased. Considering

the relative speed in future work is very important. Finally, I showed that using

the oscillating current increased the cell noise by 0.065 dV compared to the steady

current only case. It is not possible to quantify the decrease in CE caused by the

noise without an empirical model for the correlation between cell noise and CE

for the TRIMET 180 kA cell.

Achieving an 11.6% ACD decrease, from 4.3 cm with steady current to 3.8 cm

with an oscillating current, resulted in reducing the average total power consump-

tion by 4%. Adequately accounting for the impact this has on CE will give a more

complete picture and is crucial for industry to asses if using this method is finan-

cially profitable. The model used for CE of Eq. 4.6 is not perfect as, for example,

it doesn’t take into account cell noise, which is shown to reduce CE [90, 92]. Test-

ing the idea in an actual cell is the best way to quantify the impact of oscillating

currents on CE. In all cases, it seems that optimizing the choice of oscillating

current amplitude and frequency is about finding the combination that would

balance using the least power, reducing the ACD the most, and improve CE or

reduce it the least. Running more simulation to map out the oscillating current
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amplitude-frequency stability phase space for different ACD would aid in finding

the optimum combination to use. Also, it was shown recently [94] that oscillating

the currents in the magnetic compensation loops also has a stabilizing effect on

the Al electrolysis cell. This is easier on the power grid operation, as the potline

current will be kept constant [94]. Exploring this idea in detail by checking which

oscillating current amplitudes and frequencies can stabilize the cell is important.
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5 Conclusion

The metal pad instability (MPI) imposes a limit on the anode-to-cathode distance

(ACD) in aluminium (Al) electrolysis cells which, consequently, prevents the cells

from being more energy efficient as about 50% of the cell’s energy consumption

produces no Al, and is instead transformed into heat by the high electrical resis-

tance of the electrolyte [9]. This thesis presented an exploration of a novel idea

for stabilizing aluminium (Al) electrolysis cells: using an oscillating current to

prevent the metal pad instability (MPI).

In chapter 2, I extended the mechanical model of the MPI presented in [8]

to include an additional oscillating current component with a specific angular

frequency and amplitude, to test whether the oscillating current component can

stabilize it. I derived the equations of motion of the extended model, and solved

them numerically in MATLAB. The results showed that the oscillating current

stabilized the model, and that the stability depended on the choice of the oscillat-

ing current’s amplitude and frequency. Also, as the model became more unstable

fewer choices of the oscillating current’s amplitude and frequency stabilized the

model.

In chapter 3, we tested the idea of oscillating the current in a suite of numerical

simulations of a TRIMET 180 kA Al electrolysis cell. The results showed that a
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4.3 cm ACD is needed for stable operation with a steady current, and that the

MPI is present if the ACD is reduced below that threshold. Oscillating the current

of the cell allowed for stable cell operation at 11.6% lower ACD than with steady

current only, and required 4% less electrical power. The current is oscillated at

a frequency chosen to excite standing waves on the Al-electrolyte interface that

frustrate the MPI [9].

In chapter 4, we showed that a minimum oscillating current amplitude is

needed to stabilize the cell, and that too high an amplitude can excite stand-

ing waves large enough to short the cell. We also explored the potential impact

oscillating the current might have on the cell’s current efficiency (CE). Using the

oscillating current increased the cell noise, which can be detrimental to CE. Re-

ducing the ACD while exciting high amplitude standing waves could impact CE

the most, however, a distribution of the gas bubbles at the anodes is needed to

quantify the impact. Testing the oscillating current in a real electrolysis cell is

the only way to know the true impact on CE.

5.0.1 Future Directions

The extended mechanical model of the MPI with the oscillating current added

in chapter 2 can be extended further to include a damping term to mimic the

damping effects present in an actual Al electrolysis cell. Although damping will

have a stabilizing effect on the model, it would better mimic an electrolysis cell,

and be interesting study the stability in combination with the oscillating current.

One way to include damping would be to introduce a friction term at the pivot

point of the pendulum, which was suggested to the author by Dr. Marc Dupuis.

Additionally, one can change the location of the pivot point from the fixed wall

to the top of the aluminium plate, and create a different model of the MPI as

suggested by Dr. Marc Dupuis in [94].
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Exploring the amplitude-frequency stability phase space in the Al electrolysis

simulations would be an obvious next step. It would allow finding the minimum

oscillating current amplitude needed for a given oscillation frequency which would

translate to better power savings, and probably be easier to implement. Also,

there might exist a frequency that is particularly more stable than others for

a given cell. From our simulation results, we were able to stabilize the cell at

4 cm ACD with the oscillating current of frequency 0.045 Hz and 0.069 Hz but at

3.8 cm ACD with only the 0.045 Hz frequency. Also, testing higher frequencies

above 0.1 Hz would be interesting.

In actual Al smelters, no two Al electrolysis cells are exactly the same. Thus,

it is important to conduct sensitivity analysis on the stabilizing effect of the os-

cillating current as many operational parameters change from cell to cell in a

potline such as the ledge thickness on the side of the cell which can vary by +/-

5− 10 cm from cell to cell. Such changes affect the electrolysis cell geometry and

consequently the frequencies of the hydrodynamic gravity wave modes on the Al-

electrolyte interface. Studying how much the modes creating the standing waves

are driven if the excitation frequency differs slightly would be important.

In a recent publication [94], it was shown that oscillating the currents in the

magnetic compensation loops also has a stabilizing effect on the Al electrolysis

cell. This is easier on the power grid operation, as the potline current will be kept

constant [94]. Exploring this idea in detail by checking which oscillating current

amplitudes and frequencies can stabilize the cell, and how much the ACD can be

reduced would be valuable.

The MPI is not the only limiting factor for lowering the ACD. Cell heat balance

is another limiting factor, where a lot of heat is lost at the electrolysis cell’s

side walls so a ledge from frozen electrolyte can be formed. This frozen ledge is

critical for containing the liquid molten electrolyte inside the electrolysis cell for

an extended period of time.
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